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ABSTRACT

Corporate consumers of office space are becoming more and more

sophisticated and demanding, forcing design solutions to be rationalized more

thoroughty than ever before. The role of architectural program information during

this development process is c¡itical. Current research on the how program

information is being used is limited. In an effort to provide some insight into

cur¡ent architectural programming practices, this thesis describes and compares

the types of program information and the ways in which this information was used

in five recently completed office renovation projects.

The five case study sites represent ed 38Yo of all the interior office

alteration projects registered with the City of Winnipeg over a fwo year period.

The use ofthe program documents prepared for each project and the kinds of

information contained in them was assessed by using a combination of interviews,

content analysis, and archival analysis.

The findings suggest that the predominant types of information

contained in architectural program documents being used in practice are

Organizational and Physical with much less emphasis on a client organization's

business and operating environments. Information on the nature of the business,

the nature of the work being conducted, the nature of the individual workers

occupying the space, and how these conditions may change over time, is not being

made available to the designers. As a result, these conditions can not be

addressed through any grounded, objective analysis. The findings also suggests

that program documents are much less likely to be referred to in any systematic

way over the course of a project. The most common ways most key project people

tend to refer to program documents is ad-hoc, indirectly, and seldom or never.
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In conclusion, the study indicates that architectural programs tend to

play less of a role in the actual development of corporate office space than one

might expect. The types of information contained in these progams are also

limited and tend not to address many future conditions. The result is clearly a

higher incidence of subjective decision-making and final design solutions that may

be more prone to failure.

These findings underline the need for a further understanding of the

relationship between architectural programming, the design process and the

prevailing conditions designers, clients, and contractors face when producing

office environments. They also imply the need for designers to challenge

traditional thinking, programming models and service delivery practices in order

to improve the application of information in the developmetrt process and

ultimately improve their design products.
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CEAPTER 1

INTRODUCTTON & LITERATURE REVIEW

Corporate consumers of office space are becoming more and more

sophisticated largely in response to the constant and rapid development of

information technology and the pressure of global competition with its

simultaneous pressures to reduce costs, improve productivity and the quality of

products, and to be able to respond quickly to changes, etc. These conditions are

having a tremendous impact on how business is being conducted and the nature of

the work place environment. Owners and users are becoming more demanding. In

response, design consultants are being forced to rationalize their desigrr solutions

more thoroughly than ever before. Hence, it would be expected that the process of

architectural programming and the programming documents themselves should be

becoming more and more critical than ever before.

Much has been written on programming procedures and methods [Pena

1969; Sanoff 1977; Prieser 1975, 19851 and there has been countless case studies

on a wide variety of building types describing various programming processes and

procedures. There has been limited research however, on the evaluation of the

design process and particularly in the area ofhow design information is actually

being applied in practice [Sims 1993; Davis 1993].

In order to address this gap in current research literature, this thesis will

attempt to provide some insight into existing architectural programming practices

in the development of corporate office space. The purpose of this thesis is two-

fold. Fi¡st, to describe the nature of the programming information currently being

applied in practice, and secondly to provide some insight into the ways in which

this information is being used. Specifically, this thesis addresses the following

questions:
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. What are the various kinds of program information being made

available to the designers, users, and builders of corporate office

space?

r In what ways are these groups using this information?

o Is this information being used in the creative process of developing

design alternatives?

¡ In evaluating design solutions and changes to the design solutions?

. In post-occupancy-evaluations of the space?

¡ If so, in what ways?

r Do designers, clients, and contractors use the program information

made available to them in similar ways?

1.1 PRESSURES TO IMPROVE PROGRAMMING OF OFFICE

ENVIRONMENTS

In the planning, design, and managing of the office work place

environment, well forecasted, rationalized programs are critical to the present and

future health ofa corporation [Becker, 1990]. The practice ofidentifuing and

documenting this information and how this information is put to practical use, has

become very important to both the corporations and their design consultants.

Escalating building and operating costs, information technology, global

competition, employee expectations and the cost ofdesign mistakes are all causing

corporations to be more aware of how their facilities impact on their business

[Becker, 1990, p. 9]. As well, corporate facility management is becoming more

sophisticated in coordinating the planning, design, and administration of the

company's buildings, their systems, equipment, and furniture. More corporations

are beginning to manage their facilities like capital assets and less like overhead
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[Veale 1987]. They are also becoming more demanding and articulate in

expressing their requirements to their consultants and better prepared to scrutinize

the extent to which design proposals meet these requirements [Becker, 1990].

In response to these pressr¡res, design consultants are being forced to

rationalize their design solutions more thoroughly than ever before. If not done

effectively, inadequate programming can increase the number of design re-drafts,

change orders, and site instructions over the coursÞ ofa project. This in tum catr

cause delays, more design errors, and inc¡ease the cost of the overall project as

well as the designer's cost of doing business [Hiil, 1993; Rodyck, 1993]. More

importantly, inadequate or poor programming leads to buildings that just don't

work well [Cox, 1975, p.4].

I,2 THE PROGRAM DOCUMENT

The creation of physical environments involves many processes

including strategic planning, programming (or briefing), designing, evaluating,

building, and procuring. The activity that ties these individual components

together throughout the overall process is the programming of the space. The

result of this activity, the program document, is the focus of this study.

Lang [1987] describes the procedures conducted in the programming

phase as being concerned with the basic identification of problems, the setting of

goals that the design is to achieve, and the constraints under which the future

design will have to operate.

In a detailed handbook, the Royal Institute ofBritish Architects

describes the content of such a "brief' or program as containing the client's

statutory requirements, site conditions, economic appraisal, identification of

standards and reference to previous solutions and experience. Kaplan [1979]
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refers to the program as the compilation of all the decoded programming data and

statements of the specific criteria to be used to guide the desigu ofspace.

The Canadian Handbook of Practice for Architects published by the

Royal Architectural Institute of Canada, describes design as a continuing process

with its genesis in two stages that precede a Schematic Design Stage. These two

stages, the Requirement and Pre-Design Stages, can involve a number of

programming procedures that can take place in a variety of ways depending on the

specifìc project conditions. This can include: a client initiated Program of

Requirements or Design Brief that assesses all implications of the intended

project; a Detaiied Operational Program that catalogues functional and space

requirements; a Detailed Facility Program that elaborates on and modifies the

general requirements; and the Final Program of Requirements (Design Brief) that

is a composite collection of all data compiled in the operational and facility

programs, together with an outline or manual of project procedures to confi¡m

following objectives, time and cost constraints, performance and quality

parameters and goodwill considerations IRAIC, 1977].

1.3 THE PROGRAMMING PROCESS

The architectural program and the programming process is probably as

old as architecture itself. Every design project has had a program, implied or

stated, that told what the design needed or should accomplish. Throughout

architecfure's formal history, a program has been more or less an informal matter -

a verbal statement of what was required from one individual to another [Palmer

1981, p. 1ll.

In contemporary architecture however, the variety and complexity of

space requires much more extensive analysis. By the early 70's, there were over
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270 distinct building types in North America fFítch 1972]. Today, the scope of

contemporary architecture includes "thè widest possible range of formal,

technical, and institutional considerations, all variously intersecting with

intellectual models, modes of production, and modes of consumption" IOckman

1993, p.221.

Programming and design are two parts of the same process: development

of architecture primarily to accommodate the needs of the client [Palmer 1981,

p.161. The relationship between these two pafs, prog¡amming and design, is seen

in many different ways with few architects agreeing on any one definition of how

the fwo parts should operate together [Class & Koehler 1976: Pena 1959; Davis

19791. Despite the variety ofapproaches, the objective ofboth parts ¡emains the

same - bringing the client's goal closer to the reality of a constructed, occupied,

operating facility.

Through programming, the client's goals, circumstances, and influencing

factors are translated into words and numbers describing the design requirements,

performance criteria, parameters, and constraints. It focuses and filters the

information for the designer to translate once again into a th¡ee-dimensional

statement of the client's original desires and needs [Palmer 1981; Becker l98l].

Essentially, programming lays the foundation for design based on

empirical evidence. It is what Mickey Palmer describes as an "information

processing process." It is an assessment of all the human, physical and external

influences on a faciiity design through systematic data collection, analysis,

organization, communication and evaluation [Palmer 198 l].
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I.4 TYPES OF ARCHITECTURAL PROGRAM INFORMATION

The programming process and the types of information that can be

contained in program documents can be described in a variety of ways. Broadbent

[1969, p. 201] identified three kinds ofinformation that was required on an

activity or group of activities. These were 1) environmental, 2) relational, and 3)

physical. The aim of programming, according to Broadbent, was to record for

each activity, or g¡oup of activities, the absolute minimum of information which

would enable the designer to place it sensibly within the context of the site he

called an "environmental matrix". Palmer [1981, p.9] described the scope of

information to be contained in a program as "whatever is necessary and relevant to

the efficient, effective design of a facility that accommodates the needs of the

client".

Pena 11977) created a simplified classification of program information

that included Form, Function, Time, Economy and Energy. White F972] listed

several pages of "typical" factors that he considered "traditional" architectural

considerations or "facts" and broke them down into nine categories: 1) similar

projects and critical issues, 2) client, 3) financial, 4) building codes, 5) planning

by related organizations, 6) function, 7) site, 8) climate, and 9) growth and

change. Palmer [198] p. L9,20] categorized the factors he considered necessary

for comprehensive programming into three groups: 1) human factors, 2) physical

factors, and 3) external factors. Ehrenkrantz, [1989, p. 23] identified four

conditions that had to be identified including economic, climate, behavior, and

image.

Becker's 11990, p.nal view on programming for the corporate office

environment sees the program as more than just a design guide that should include

a priori for decision making and an explicit basis for assessing the suitability of
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the resulting design solutions. This includes information about the organization

and its operating environment; job functions and work-styles; and space, furniture,

and equipment used all within a present and future context.

1.5 FACTORS IMPÄCTING THE USE OF INFORMÀTION

An indoctrination of a professional by his/her own understanding of

their practice can limit the ways in which program information is applied. Cuff

[l991], in her analysis of architeotural practice, determined that architects tend to

make design decisions based on information that is available and what information

they themselves consider to be relevant to their decision-making process in the

context of the architect's relationship with their client. Schon [1983, p.69] points

out however, that many practitioners lock themselves into a view of themselves as

technical experts, and find nothing in the world of practice to occasion reflection.

They become skillful at techniques of selective inattention, junk categories, and

situational control. They use these techniques to preserve the constancy of their

knowledge-in-practice thus limiting themselves to an established protocol.

How information is perceived may also influence the way it is used.

Becker [1981] identified how information transforms to and f¡om ambiguous and

unambiguous states as it moves through the building cycle. At each phase, what is

initially ambiguous information becomes unambiguous as the information is

transformed into something meaningful to the individuals at each stage. A

problem with a space is realized by its occupants and is hansformed into a

program by the programmers. The program is then transformed into a drawing by

the designers which in turn is transformed back into space by the builders. Who

can understand and apply the information can thus depend largely in what state

the information is in.
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I.6 TRENDS TOWARDS PROGRAMMING EFFICIENCIES

Based on a series of studies conducted over the last 12 years in

conjunction with private and public corporations and academic institutions, Ge¡ald

Davis and Francoise Szigeti [1993] have developed a systematic procedure for

quantiSing the functionality and quality of an office building using a performance

rating methodology referred to as "Serviceability Scales". Use¡s rate their needs

on organizational issues such as security or changes in staff size on a 9 point

scale. These are combined into a "demand profile". Buildings (existing or

proposed) are ¡ated on these same dimensions by using a scale in which the

performance of different types of buildings (or elements of buildings) have been

rated by a panel of experts for their ability to deal with those issues. These are

combined into a supply profile. The demand profile (needs) is then compared

with the supply profïle (building performance) to establish the match between

building performance and organizational needs. Over-performance represents a

waste of resources. Under-performance will result in organizational

inefficiencies. The ideal is a "good fit" between suppiy and demand. Thus, quick

and objective assessments can be done in both present and future time frames.

Work of this nature is helping to improve basic programming efficiencies and

should make quantifling programming applications more feasible in the future.

This work also underlines a trend towards more rationalized and

standardized programming methods being used in actual practice. For example

Steelcase Inc., an international office supply company and an initial participant in

Davis's work, is promoting the use of a similar methodology for systematically

determining user requirements and matching functional and operational needs in

office workplace environments [Steelcase/Hanis, I 9 8 7].

Other trends in the field of working place design include integrating a

variefy of professional disciplines in the management and development of office
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spaces. Many industrial and human resource-related fields and interventions have

been directly and indirectly affecting the design practice as experienced in the

recent growth in work process reengineering; organizational design, organi zationat

change, and change management consulting fields.

An example of an applied field merging with the design profession is

illustrated in a series of publications entitled "From Training to Performance in

the Twenty-First Century", organized by the National Society for Performance and

Instruction. This series focuses on the use of Human Performance Technology to

address real world problems of human performance in the workplace. The intent

of the series is to provide practitioners with practical how-to techniques for

implementing performance-enhancing interventions in real job situations and help

them bridge the gap between: their professional training and the need to expand

their worldview to include other performance-enhancing intewentions; their

desi¡e to learn about other interventions and the difficulty of keeping current in all

the fields from which they derive; and their desire to try performance-enchancing

interventions and the lack of specific, practical guidance on how to do so.

Human Performance Technology has been defined as an engineering

approach to attaining desired accomplishments from human performers and has a

unique approach to synthesizing ideas borrowed from other disciplines. Human

performance technologists are those who adopt a systems view of performance

gaps, systematically analyze both gap and system, and design cost-effective and

efficient intewentions that are based on analysis data, scientific knowledge, and

documented precedents, in order to close the gap in the most desirable manner

[Stolovitch and Keeps, 1992a, p.7].

In one of several publications within the "From Training to

Performance" series, Phyl Smith and Lynn Kearny [1994] have combined their

expertise from the commercial interior design and human performance technology
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fields, in an effort to improve human performance by improving the workplace

environment. Together, they have produced a practical resource tool to help

designers, performance technologists, client management and their employees

locate causes of work environment performance problems, understand and invest

in cost-effective, performance-based planning, and create more supportive and less

stressful worþlaces. Their publication entitled "Creating Workplaces Where

People can Think" focuses on the first step inperformance: thinking. Other

publications in this series includes "Creating the Ergonomicalty Sound

Workplace" by Lee T. Ostrom and "Making Computers People-Literate" by Elaine

Weiss.

1.7 PURPOSE OF STUDY

The critical role the architectural program can now play in the

development and management of office space, the impact design has on the

business occupying the space, the need for rationalizing the characteristics of the

space, and the nature ofhow professionals tend to refer to information, underlines

the need for a better understanding of how program information is actually being

used in practice.

This thesis, therefore, is intended to extend the limited work done to

date by analyzing several recently completed office renovation projects to

establish a source to draw f¡om and form ideas on the types of architectural

program information currently being used and the ways in which the key people

involved in the projects actually use them. In turn, the results of this study may

lead to additional case studies to add to this body of knowledge or direct similar

research in related areas of programming and architectural practice. Ultimately,

the goal in this type of research is to provide the insight necessary for future
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researchers and practitioners to develop better programming processes and

methods that address actual working conditions.

1.8 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

There are three specific objectives to this thesis. They are: 1) to

analyze the available progråm documents used in five office renovation case study

projects to determine the types of information contained in them, 2) to identiff

and compare the ways in which the corporate client organizations, their design

consultants, and the general contractor used the progr¿Im documents, and 3) to

identiff the predominant patterns in the types ofinformation being used and the

various ways in which the information was referred to across all five case study

sites.

Chapter 2 addresses the various methods and procedures used to obtain

these objectives.
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CEAPTER 2

RESEARCII METHODOLOGY

2.1 RESEARCE DESIGN

The research questions posed in the introduction were explored by

looking at five office renovation projects in a case study design. This approach

was selected due to the complex and varied nature of the architectu¡al

programming process itself. No fwo client organizations, design consultants, or

office spaces are ever the same. Recognizing this, a case study approach analyzed

the phenomenon on an individual project basis. By applying a consistent

f¡amework for data collection and analysis, further generalizations could then be

made across the case study sites. These generalizations were analytical in nature

as opposed to statistical. By identiffing a distinct source fo¡ identiffing the case

study sites, generalizations applied to the individual and collective projects could

also be made within the same sample pool.

The projects selected as case studies differed greatly from one another

in terms of the client organization, corporate cultu¡e, and project setting, as well

as in how the Client Organizations operated and administered their corporate

office facilities. The design firms also differed in their organization and approach

to architectural programming. These differences v/ere not qualifications for

selection, but they did afford an opportunity to identiff a wider range of

programming information types, processes, procedures, and ways in which the

client organizations and their design consultants are putting them to use within the

context of producing and managing office space.

The intent of this research was not to determine whether the

programming conducted was eithe¡ "good" or "bad". It was to investigate current

situations in which architectural programming had occurred and to identiô/ the
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types of information that they contained and compare the ways in which the

available program information was used by the client organization, their design

consultants and the general contractor. The goal was to identiff and compare any

predominant patterns or consistent themes in the types of information being used

and the ways in which that information was applied in practice by these groups'

The results of the individual and collective case studies provided a

source to draw from and form ideas on these two conditions or phenomenon. ln

turn, this study may lead to additional case studies being done to add to this body

of knowledge or direct similar research in related areas of programming and

architectural practice.

2.2 DEFINITIONS

For the purposes of this research, an "A¡chitectural Program Document"

is defined as "any available organizational, operational, physical, or

workspace/job function information prepared for the purpose of planning,

designing, and/or managing an office space." Management people were defined as

any key project person responsible for the management of the space or Design

Firm being studied. Implementation people were defined as any key project

person who was responsible for implementing or coordinating the work.

Production people were defined as any person responsible for the production of

the construction documents. Staff were defined as any person whose working

space \¡ias affected by the work (excluding senior management personnel).

Availability was a critical factor in defining the program document.

This limited the study and the search for only information or documents that were

accessible. This means it had to be recorded in a tangible form that was referred
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to and shared by an unlimited amount of people. This excludes uruecorded verbal

communication and individual expertise or knowledge bases.

Within the content analysis of the program documents, information that

applied to existing or conditions forecasted up to the initial occupancy of the

space was characterized as present information. Any information that was

forecasted beyond the space's initial occupancy was characterized as future

information.

2.3 SELECTION OF THE CASE STUDIES

The selection of the case studies was not intended to be a representative

sample of all the fypes and uses of architectu¡al program information prepared for

office space currently being applied in practice. Each case study represented an

individual set of responses and practices as they had occur¡ed over the duration of

each project. The case studies selected provided a range of corporate client

organizations, design firms, and project conditions to maximize the possible

information types and applications for an office renovation project and keep

within the practical limitations and resources available to the researcher. Access

to the sites, key participants, and archived data were a limiting factor for tle

researcher in all cases. This precludes that all projects, corporations, and design

firms were located in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. The greater number of case

studies, the greater the variety of information types and uses that could be

identified. For the purposes of this thesis, a total of five case studies were

conducted.

The projects selected as case studies were chosen from the building

permits listed under "offlrce building interior alteration" as issued by the City of

Winnipeg's Building Permit Department over a two year period between May of
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1992 and 1994. Theminimum size for a case study project was $250,000.00 (not

including furnishings) with a minimum cost per square foot of approximately

$30.00. Collectively, the five case studies represented 38o/o of all the building

permits issued for interior office alteration projects over $250,000.00 that

occurred in Winnipeg between this period of time. Appendix A contains the floor

layouts of each of the five case studies.

These parameters ensured 1) a high likelihood that the projects had been

completed urd just recently occupied, 2) that the key participants in the project

were still available, 3) that the relevant project documents were still easily

accessible, 4) that the project likely had a sufficient degree ofdesiga complexity

that required architectural programming, 5) that there was no bias in the selection

of the projects by any of the participating companies, and 6) that they represented

the prevalent programming conditions and practices occurring in office space

development in Winnipeg at that time.

Only one project per corporate client organization and design consultant

were used. This maximized the potential for identifying a wider variety of uses

and types within the limits of this study. Federal, provincial, and civic

goveûment projects developed and implemented without the use of outside

consultants were not considered in the selection of the case studies as government

programming requirements are centrally conholled and not created or managed

completely on a project to project basis.

2.4 DATA COLLECTION METIIODS

Th¡ee data collection methods were used to evaluate each of the cases.

These instruments included: l) an archival document analysis of the design

consultant's project files to identify the program documents and describe the
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context of the project, 2) a content analysis of the architectural program

documents identified in the archival analysis, and 3) interviews with key

participants from the client organization, their design consultants, and the general

cont¡actor.

The same instruments and procedures were used across each case study

site. This ensured that the data could be compared across sites. Some tailoring

was required in each case. For example, in the cases where individuals played

more than one role in the project, their interview questions for each role were

combined together. The data collection tools and basic procedures that were

followed for each are described in detail in Appendixes C through H.

The multlmethods approach provided a thorough evaluation of the sites

relative to the specific goals of the study and an understanding of the context for

tlre events and activities that took place from a variety of sources including

personal accounts and archived records.

2.4.1 Overall Data Collection Procedure

Figure One outlines the basic data collection procedures that were

followed through each case study site.

ADA - Archival Document Analysis; CA - Content Analysis; INT - Interview

Figure One

Data Collection Tasks Data Collection Methods

1. Desc¡ibe context of the project

2. Identiry the project program documents

3. Identiry and categorize program information t)?es

4. Identiry the ways program docum€nts were used & ¡eferred to

ADA, INT

ADA

CA

INT
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2,5 ARCHIVAL DOCUMENT ANALYSIS

The purpose ofthe archival data analysis was to identi$ and describe 1)

the architectural program documents that were made available to the project, and

2) the context of the project.

The context or project conditions that were identifred and described

include: l) the key project participants and their company's organizational

structure for the administration of the project, 2) the location, area, cost, scope of

work, duration, and implementation stages of the project, 3) the ftnal floor plans,

4) the programming procedures and methods applied during the project, 5) a

chronological account of the programming events throughout the project, and 6)

any internal and project review and approval procedures/events implemented by

both the client and design groups.

2.5.1 Procedure

Access to the design firm's project files in each case were obtained

through a site contact. In most cases, it was the principal-in-charge ofthe project

or the managing partner. A1l content analysis was conducted on site where tle

file material was located. No material was copied or removed from the site

without authorization by the participating company first.

The sources for the program documents va¡ied from centralized project

filing systems to personal files maintained by the key project participants in the

design firms. In each case, the researcher located and investigated all the

available files maintained on the project with the assistance of the site contact and

the cooperation of the key participants. Masked samples of parts of various

program documents that were identified in the five case study projects are located

in Appendix B.
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2,5.2 Context of Project Files

Project files and records reflect the bias of the record keepers.

However, the role of the design firms in each case study was ultimately to produce

the final design solution. Therefore, the assumption was made that the design

firms would maintain on file, all the programming information that was made

available to the project regardless of it's source. Ultimately they were the best

and most accessible source for this material that could be attained by the

researcher.

Additional questions were added to the interview questions to clariff

any outstanding project conditions not originally found in the archival analysis.

2.6 CONTENT ANALYSTS OF ARCHITECTURAL PROGRAM

DOCUMENTS

A basic content analysis was conducted on each of the architectural

program documents identified in the archival document analysis. The purpose of

the content analysis was to identiff and categorize the various kinds of

information types contained in each document.

The recording unit for the analysis were themes or categories of

information types. The main categories or themes of information types were

based on the literature review conducted in chapter two [Becker 1990; Palmer

l98l; Pena 1969; Prieser 1985; Sanoff 1977; White 1972, Smith & Kearny 19941

and include: organizational, operational, physical, and work style/job function

types of information. The intent of the analysis Ìvas not to determine frequencies

or amounts of each theme or category or type, but simply to establish if the
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categories were in the documents or not. New categories and information types

were added as they appeared out ofthe analysis ofthe programs.

In order to easily identifr the themes, each category was broken down

into sub-categories and types. Figure Two illushates the initial categories or

themes, the sub-categories, and the individual information types for each.

Breaking the main themes into component elements also enabled contingency

analysis in the event the initial structure for analyzing the data failed to produce

reliable results (thus not wasting any data previously collected). Each information

type was also categorized further to identiff whether it was relative to present

and/or future conditions.

PROGR,{M DOCUMENTS

Main Categories
Organizational

Information
Operational
lnformation

Physical
Informâtion

Work Style & Job
Frrñ.ri^ñ fñf^ñ.ri^n

Sub-Categories

Staff, Plans; Corporate
Culture; Goals &
Objectives; Work

Groups

Business Conditions;
Larvs & Regülations;
Lâbor Force Patterns;
Competitive Actions;

Lease Conditions

Inside & Outside
Conditionsi Building,
Building I.T., Work
Group, Work Station

Conditions; Furnitu¡e &
Fôniñ.nê¡r' I âwônt

Tasks, Adjacencies,
Communication

Conditions,
Human Factors

Information Types

Strategic & Tâcticat
Plans; Business Plans;

Business Goals &
Objectives; Operational
Plans; Social Culture;
Corporate Hierarchy;
Staff Types, Amounts,

Gender;
Project Conditions
Work Group Types,

Amounts, Gro\ìth Rates

Market Conditions:
Competitive Activities:
Finâncing Conditions;

Tax Larvs; Building
Bylarvs & Zoning,;

Demographics;
Work Force Trends &

Characteristics;
Other Company

Experiences; Building
Code Req'mts;

Furniture & Equipment
Inventories; HVAC

Condilions; Electrical
Conditions;

Ergonomics; Climatic
Conditions; Internal
Security; Finishes;
Access & Egress;

Location; Partition
Tlpes; IT Types; Work
Station & Work Group

Lrvôrl.'

Job & Task
Descriptions; Post

Occupansy Evaluation
Results;

Communication T)?es,
Frequencies, Locations;

Individual & Group
Adjacencies; Individual

HVAC Req'mts;
Individual Working

Chârâcteristics

Figure Two
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Because of the types of materials that can be included in program

documents could vary, the settings or context units for identifuing the information

types included: a line in written text; a single graphic drawing or picture; and a

single numerical table or list. The guidelines and an example worksheet used in

the content analysis of the program documents are contained in Appendix C.

All content analysis was conducted on site where the material was

located. No material was copied or removed from the site unless previously

authorized by the appropriate company(s).

2.6.1 Reliability

A test on the content analysis method was conducted by an independent

judge to help verif its reliability. First, thejudge was trained on the coding and

procedures for conducting the content analysis as outlined above. The trainiag

began with a detailed explanation of the scoring system and then practice in

scoring masked sample material. The judge was then asked to comment on any

ambiguous conditions or terms and freely discuss any problems he/she

encountered. When the judge had problems after a few practice trials, the coding

system was revised and the procedure repeated until both the judge's and the

researcher's coding were consistent.

The criteria for selecting judges to assess the analysis methodology

included: 1) a graduate of an accredited architectural or interior design degree

progrrrm, 2) a minimum of 5 years working experience, 3) familiarity with office

programming, design and construction. The two judges used in the study (one

before the pilot sfudy and the other one after the pilot study) had over 5 years

experience as an interior designer and extensive backgrounds in commercial office

design and programming.
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The final ¡esults f¡om the frst independent judge's analysis þrior to the

pilot study) were consistent with 78Yo of the results conducted by the researcher

on the same sample material.

2.7 INTERVIEWS

The main purpose of the interviews \ryas to identiff the ways in which

key project participants used the program i¡formation made available to the

project. Additional information was also solicited in the interviews on l) the

context of the project, and 2) the programming process and procedures utilized in

the project.

A semistructured interview approach was used to identiff the

conditions noted above. All respondents were asked the same questions, but the

order in which they will be asked and the wording differed from one person to the

next depending on the type ofrespondent being interviewed and the conditions of

the project. Open-ended questions complete with neutral probes were used to

solicit the most in-depth responses possible. Following each open-ended question

that pertained to how a document was used, the respondents were asked to choose

from a list the category which best described how he/she had referred to the

document over the course of the project. This method was found to be the best

way to focus the respondents on the nature of the question and keep them from

wandering off topic.

Appendixes D, E, and F contain the questions for each of the th¡ee

groups interviewed including the design firms, the client organization, and the

general contractor. Appendix G contains the descriptions of ways the respondents

had to choose from or add to.
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2.7.1 Selection of the Interview Participants

The purpose of the interviews \ryas not to provide a random sample of

responses from any individual who participated in the project. It was to gain

important information from the key players in the client organization, the design

firm, and the general contractor who were involved with either developing or

using the space. The names of these key individuals were identified by the

various site contacts and verified through the archival document analysis.

2.7.2 Procedure

Interviews with these individuals were conducted on a one-to-one basis.

Some follow-up interviews were required in one case and were again conducted

in-person.

lnterviews were recorded through tape recording and notes by the

interviewer. At the beginning of each interview, the interviewer asked permission

of the interviewee to tape the interview, explaining that the audio tape was

required to categorize the responses and supplement the researcher's notes. All

tape recordings we¡e then transcribed into text and then desnoyed. Each

transcription was then coded to mask the va¡ious respondent's identity.

All participants were encouraged by the interviewer to consider the

questions carefully and provide as much detail as possible, emphasizing that the

richer the responses, the greater the value the frnal results would be to their own

company as well as to the overall study.

2.7.3 Coding and Analysis

All the interview Ìesponses were grouped according to questions

answered. Because the main purpose of the interviews was to identiff the various
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ways in which the respondent's used or did not use the program documents, the

coding involved categorizing the various "ways" as they appeared out of the

interview data. The pre-coded descriptions ofpossible ways to make reference to

the documents that were provided to the respondents was also applied later to a

respondent's interview transcription if they failed to identiff a way during the

interview process itself.

The pre-coding ofhow the program documents could be referred to was

as follows: (a) seldom or never, (b) in an indirect way, mostly by memory, (c) in

a direct, ad-hoc way, (d) in a pre-determined, systematic way, and (e) in a pre-

determined, systematic way to objectively measure performance.

In each case, the results we¡e summarized and submitted to the

individual respondents for their veriflrcation. A cross case summary of all five

sites was then completed.

2.8 PILOT CASE STUDY

A pilot case study was used to test the data collection methods prior to

initiating the actual case studies. Since the nature of the ¡esearch was dependent

on accounts and records of past events, a pilot of an actual office renovation

project was used to ensure data collection methods provided the data required to

meet the research objectives and frnalize the procedures for conducting the study.

The pilot case also met the same criteria for selection as the actual case studies.

Following the pilot study data collection, a pilot case study report \¡/as

prepared and reviewed by the examining committee for their input, revisions, and

suggestions for analysis. A second test on the coding systems was also conducted

on the content analysis and interview results by a second independent judge. The

content analysis results were found to be consistent with the initial reliability
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testing done previous to implementing the case study and with the researcher's

analysis of the interview data.

The pilot study resulted in the simplification of several field procedures

and data collection tools. This included limiting the archival analysis to the

architectural program documents located in the design firm's project files; lirnitùrg

the content analysis to identi$ing present and future categories, sub-categories

and individual information types only; expanding the interviews and analysis to

include the general contractor; and finally clarifring the intent of the interview

question: "describe how you referred to the prog.ram document". Most

respondents tended to describe the programming process that occurred as opposed

to how they personally used it. To address this concern, the respondents were re-

interviewed and asked to identiff which way, from a written list of descriptions,

best described how they referred to the particular program document over the

course of the project (see Appendix G). This method proved successful in

preventing the respondents from wandering off topic and focusing them on the

question. It also simplified the final analysis of the interview responses by

utilizing the pre-coded categories directly in the question.

After completing the four subsequent case studies, it was found that the

responses to the questions asked in the pilot's re-interviews were consistent with

the responses in the other four cases. Thus, the re-interviewing process did not

appear to have biased the pilot case study interview results in any way.

Considering the integrity of the interview results were not compromised

and the basic field procedures and methodology for the pilot case study were

consistent with the other case studies, the pilot was added to the study as the fifth

case and its results included in the overall cross case study analysis.
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2.9 FIELD PROCEDURES

The following procedures were utilized as a guideline for administering

the data collection activities at each case study site. Modifications to these

procedures were made on an ad-hoc basis as required, depending on the fìeld

conditions encountered by the researcher.

1. Telephone principal partner of design firm of case study project; provide

introduction and explanation for telephone call. Obtain an introductory

meeting.

Introductory meeting: explain purpose of study, benefits to be gained by

participating, and the commitments to be requested of the company. Obtain a

commitment to participate and permission to approach the corporate clien{

organization to solicit their participation. Identiff key participants in the case

study and schedule time to conduct the content analysis and interviews.

Telephone client organization, provide infroduction and explanation for

telephone call. Obtain an inhoductory meeting with company representative

involved in administrating the case study project.

Introductory meeting: explain purpose ofstudy, benefits to be gained by

participating, and the commitments requested from the company. Obtain a

commitment to participate. Identiff key participants in the case study project

and schedule interview times (after completion of content analysis of the

program documents).

Conduct the archival document analysis and the content analysis in the design

consulting firm's offices (1-2 days).

Circulate memo (see Appendix H) prior to interviews with key participants

from design firm, client organization, and general contractor.

4.

5.

6.
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7. Conduct interviews with key project participants from the design firm (4-5

days).

8. Conduct interviews with key project participants from the client organization

(4-5 dayÐ.

9. Conduct interviews with key project participants from the general contractor

(l day).

10. Write project case study report.

2.IO RESEARCHCONCERNSADDRESSED

The participation in the study was solicited by emphasizing the

individual benefits that companies involved in the project could obtain. For the

client organization, the study can provide insight into the types of architectural

information that can be used to help plan, develop, and manage their office space

and the ways in which they may be able to better apply that information. For the

design frms, the study will give them insight into the types of program

information being used and not being used to develop and manage office corporate

space and how client organizations, design firms, and confractors are actually

applying this information in practice. As well, through supporting the study, the

design firms could promote their commitment to ¡esearch and developing their

practice to improve their client services and the quality of their product being

offered to the local corporate community.

Access to project documents was a critical component to the research.

Preliminary discussions with local corporations and architectu¡al firms indicated

no adversity to allowing the researcher access to these sources lHill 1993,

Hocking 1993, Courfnage 1994, Rodyck 19931.
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Confidentiality of proprietary information and procedures was also

critical to the participating companies. All corporate and individual identities

have been masked and final approvals have been given by all participating

companies prior to this publication.
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CIIAPTER 3

CASE STUDY SITE - A

3.1 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Case Study A was the upgrading of 23,128 square feet of existing office

space in the headquarters ofa large retail company. The renovation was limited

to one floor of a th¡ee story, historically designated building located in close

proximity to the city's central downtown business district. The building is owned

and operated by the Client Organization.

The area renovated represented about 84olo of the building floor plate.

The space is considered to be a class "8" office space within the local office real

estate market with a base ¡ental rate of approximately $17.00/sf. The total

construction cost per square foot for the renovation was approximately $39.50

(excluding fees and furnishings).

The facility acts as the central headquarters for the administration and

operations for the Corporation's retail outlets. The renovation involved the re-

allocation and up-grading of general office space in several Marketing

departments including the Store Planning and Construction department. All

together, the renovation affected the working spaces of approximately 105 people.

3.1.1 Project Participants

The Client Organization employs approximately 3,500 people across

Canada and occupies in excess of 2.4 million square feet of space, most of which

is retail space. Only about 5olo or 120,000 square feet of that area is office space.

The company also has their owi in-house construction and planning department

that is responsible for the development and maintenance of their retail properties.
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This includes managing all facility operations with the exception of purchasing

buildings and land.

The Design Firm is a privately owned, professional consulting practice

with approximately 15 full time employees. The firm was founded in 1975 and

offers full architectural and interior design services. In its 19 year history, the

firm has been responsible for the design and development of well in excess of 1

million square feet of office space.

The general contractor is a privately owned construction company

established in 1975. During this time the Company has been responsible for the

conskuction of several million square feet of office space throughout

Saskatchewan, Manitoba, and Northwest Ontario.

3.1.2 Roles and Responsibilities

The Client Organization, being knowledgeable in the design and

construction fields, defined the overall re-development process for the project and

the roles and responsibilities of the various company's involved. The Design Firm

was engaged initially to establish the feasibility of a number of renovation options

that the Client Organization's planning department had previously identified.

After the feasibility study was completed, the Design Firm's services were limited

to producing the frnal design and construction documents. The Contractor was

engaged directly by the Client Organization to provide advice on the construction

costs and implementation procedures and to construct the space.

3.1.3 Project Goals and Objectives

The renovation of the existing space was a result of the Client

Organization's strategic business decision to centralize their Canadian operations
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and maintain the location of the company's existing historical headquarters. The

initial architectural proglamming and preliminary planning included a staff

opinion survey, a building appraisal, and a feasibility report, all of which played a

role in helping management make this decision.

The goals and objectives for the renovation were identified in the

A¡chitectural Programming outline and the Basic Requirements/Criteria for the

building provided by the Client Organization. No set priori of these issues were

identified in the program documents analyzed. However, management and

implementation people from both the Design Firm and Client Organization

acknowledged they had an understanding of what issues were most important.

3.1.4 Projectlmplementation

The Client Organization directed the initial facility assessment and

played a predominant role in determining their own accommodation requirements.

As an initial step, a Building Review Committee was formed within the company

to solicit employee attitudes towards their location and facility needs. The ¡esults

of the employee survey supported the company's decision to maintain their current

location and upgrade their facility in lieu of relocating the headquarters to another

properry.

Following the survey, the Client Organization compiled a list of Basic

Requirements/Criteria and a list of Staff and Square Footage Requirements. Some

preliminary space planning was done by the planning department to help

determine the viability ofthe proposed work and identiff possible interior

alteration options to accommodate the proposed area requirements within the

existing building.
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An appraisal was also completed at this time by an independent

appraisal company to determine the building's current market value. The purpose

of the valuation was to help management in the process of deciding to upgrade the

facility and supplement the physical information compiled on the building itself.

Through these initial exercises, an outline of requirements to conduct a

Feasibility Study was produced by the Client Organization, which included a

general scope of work. At this point, the Design Firm was invited to submit their

proposal for services to conduct the Study and provide the design and construction

documents for the work. The Feasibility Study included completing the

architectural programming, developing design options, cost estimates, and making

the appropriate recommendations for action.

As a result of the feasibility report, which included fwo design

alternative proposals, the scope of work became limited to renovating the single

floor area. A final design was then submitted by the Design Firm and approved by

the Client Organization.

After that point, the Design Firm's services were limited to the design

and production of the working drawings and specifications. The administration of

the construction and the coordination of the moving was managed in-house by the

Client Organization's project manager.

The general contractor was also invited by the Client Organization to

submit a price to construct the work in lieu of soliciting bids from other

contractors or issuing a tender call. This approach was used by the Client

Organization due to the limited amount of time available to complete the work to

accommodate the relocated staff moving to Winnipeg in the upcoming fall. All

the companies involved had previous experience and good working relationships

with the Client Organization. The construction was also phased to enable the
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Client Organization to maintain operating in the renovation ¿ìrea throughout the

entire construction period.

A unique feature of this project was that the Client Organization was

very knowledgeable ì¡/ith the programming, design, and construction processes.

They had many pre-determined ideas and construction specifications which

facititated the production of the design and construction documents. They

essentially "knew what they wanted" and had a lot of control in the direction and

extent of the work done by the Desigrr Firm.

The Feasibility Study was another unique feature normally not found in

this type of renovation work. Essentially the study analyzed 1) what they wanted

to do, and 2) identified and defined what they could afford to do.

3.2 ARCHITECTURAL PROGRAMMING PROCEDURES &

METHODS

3.2.1 Procedure

The architectural programming of the space was completed by both the

Client Organization and the Design Firm. Taking direction primarily from the

Corporation's management and integrating results from the employee survey

responses and their own planning experience, the Client Organization's Planning

Department established the Basic Requirements/Criteria for the project. In

addition to the C¡iteria list, the department also compiled the Square Footage

Requirements for the various departments being renovated.

Once approved by the Corporation's Board of Directors, the Criteria and

preceding documentation, including the Square Footage Requirements, were

passed on to the Design Firm. Following a tour of the facility, the Design Firm
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distributed the Room Data Sheets to the various deparÍnents who in turn filled

them out on their own. Once the Data Sheets were returned and reviewed, the

Design Firm met with the department managers to clariff any questionable or

missing items.

After the Room Data Sheet material was completed, the design

alternatives were developed and the final Feasibility Report was submitted to the

Client Organization. Following the approval from the Corporation's Board of

Dfuectors to proceed with one of the alternatives, the Design Firm completed the

final design and conducted the furniture assessment and inventory for the space.

3.2.2 Methods

The Basic RequiremenlCriteria and Square Footage Requirements

compiled by the Client Organization's planning department were based primarily

on the company's current space allotments, management experience, and best-

guess estimates made by the individual departments. No evidence was found or

references made in the interviews to any formal corporate standards or systematic

projection techniques being applied in determining these requirements.

Specific tools applied by both the Client Organization and the Design

Firm over the course of the project included the staff opinion survey, individual

in-person interviews with department managers, and the standard Room Data

Sheets.

3.2.3 ProgramDocuments

The following is a list and brief description of the "program documents"

that were identified in the archival analysis of the Design Firm's project files.

This list excludes the final design drawings and construction documents:
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1) The results of a "Location Opinion Suwey" conducted by the Client

Organzatíon's Building Review Committee prepared initially as a decision-

making tool for management to help decide on whether they should stay in

the same location or not.

2) A list of "Basic Requirements and Criteria" compiled by the Building Review

Committee outlining specific issues and items to be addressed in the

renovations.

3) An independent "Building Appraisal" of the existing facility.

4) The Design Firm's "Services/Tee Proposal".

5) The Client Organization's "Outline of Requirements for the A¡chitectural

Programming" required for the renovation.

6) The Client Organization's "Organizational Charts".

7) A "Room Data Sheet Survey" provided by the Design Firm and completed by

the Client Organization's individual staff and department managers.

8) A summary ofthe existing and projected "Staffand Square Footage

Requirements" compiled by the Client Organization.

9) A "Feasibility Report" initiated and directed by the Client Organization and

produced by the Design Firm to evaluate options for accommodating the

company's physical requirements. The report included a Building Code

Review of the existing facility and a Functional Space Program of

Requirements for the users of the space.

10) An "Inventory of Office Furniture and Equipment" compiled by the Client

Organization for the users of the space.
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ARCIIITECTURAL PROGRAM INFORMATION

3.3.1 Types ofProgram Information

Appendix I contains a sunmary of all the various types of information

identified in the program documents listed above. The information types that

were and were not emphasized in the main categories were as follows:

3.3.1.1 Information About the Organization

lnformation on the Staff and Work Groups included Types, Amounts,

and Names. Descriptions of Gender Types and Relationships were limited to the

naming of individuals and departments.

The Organization's Plans, Goals & Objectives identi{ied were limited to

specific project plans and operations. For example, "phasing the consfruction",

"makiag more space available", "determining the feasibility of the options",

project costs and schedules, and identiffing "who will be doing what over the

course of the project". The one Business Plan identifred in the literature was the

company's immediate plan to relocate people to Winnipeg f¡om the east.

Information on their Corporate Culture was limited to the graphic

representation of their organization in a chart form which provided the names of

individuals and deparünents, and illushated the basic reporting hierarchy within

the company.

Conditions that projected beyond the initial occupancy identified under

this category were limited to the Staff Types and Amounts.

3.3.1.2 Information About the Oreanization's Operating Environment

This category of information focused primarily on aspects directly

related to the built environment. Information on Laws & Regulations, Building
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Operations & Maintenance, and Business Conditions were specifrc to property

zoning, bylaws, and code conditions. This also included specific property costs,

value, taxes and office market conditions in the immediate vicinity. No

information was found on actual business market conditions, labor force

conditions or lease condifions under which the company or individual deparfments

operate.

Of the conditions identified under all Operating Environment sub-

categories, only the Real Estate Off¡ce Market condition referenced conditions

projecting beyond the Client Organization's initial occupancy of the renovated

space.

3.3.1.3 Information About the Physicál Conditions Within Existine Or Proposed

Soaces

Information on physical conditions were identified in a variety ofsub-

categories including: Outside Conditions, Building Conditions, Building

lnformation Technology, Work Group, Work Station, Furniture & Equipment, and

Layouts. The Building, Work Station, and Furniture & Equipment categories were

fairly inclusive with information about most component elements being identifred.

General descriptions and details were provided on the existing building history,

size, finishes, image, structu¡e, fenestration, mechanical, electrical, and fire

prevention systems. Almost all the floor, wall, ceiling, and service component

elements were also identified at the work station level.

The Outside Conditions were limited to a brief description of the

neighborhood and building site with no information found on outdoor climate,

security, site/building access, parking, or transit. Technology conditions identified
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\ ere less inclusive under all associated categories, especially in the work group,

work station, and furniture categories.

Future conditions in this category were also limited. With the exception

of the descriptions for future uses for some mechanical and furniture systems, the

only other conditions projected beyond the initial occupancy were the numbers of

people within the existing work groups and the amounts of work station types.

3.3.1.4 Information About Individual Work Slvles and Job Functions Within the

Oreanization

There was significantly less information made available to the project in

this category as revealed by the limited number of elements identified under each

sub-category. Most of the information identified focused on aspects of the

physical space and not on actual stafforjob functions. For example, Task

Analysis information identified the days, times, and types of use for when and

how rooms were to be used. The only Human Factors identified listed the

temperature and privacy requirements for individual rooms.

Individual or group adjacency requirements ìrr'ere not identified other

than what could be implied through the Client's organizational charts. The

meeting room conditions identified consisted of a single statement in the Basic

Requirements provided by the Client Organization identif,ing that more small

meeting rooms were needed. The information on Communication Patterns

consisted of a checklist in the Room Data Sheets for identiffing communication

equipment used (i.e. telephones, faxes, etc.) and their locations. No data or

recommendations on individual staff assessments or characteristics were identified

in any of the documents listed.
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Work Style and Job Function conditions that were included did not

make any reference to conditions beyond the company's initial occupancy of the

space.

3.3.2 Summary of the Types of Program Information Provided

The predominate category of information types identified were Physical

Conditions, with an emphasis on present Building, Work Station, and Furniture

Conditions. The information types found on the Organization's Operating

Environment were mainly project and building o¡iented as well. Information types

identified on the Organization tended to emphasize project conditions and names,

amounts, and types of Staff and Work Groups. Few types were identified under

Individual Work Styles and Job Functions. A total of 7 information types out of

94 had conditions projected beyond the initial occupancy of the space.

3,4 HOW THE PROGRAM DOCUMENTS WERE REFERRED TO

The results of the individual interview responses from the Design Firm,

Client Organization, and the General ConÍactor are summarized and graphically

illustrated in Appendix I.

3.4.1 Design Firm Responses

Both the Firm's principal and key project people acknowledged referring

to most of the program documents over the course of the project with the

exception of the Technician.

The Firm's Principal identified "indirectly" as the best way to describe

how he used the programs with more detailed information such as the
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Organization Charts, the Room Data Sheets, the Square Footage Requirements,

and the three parts of the Feasibility Study including the Functional Requirements.

He "never or seldom" used the Building Review Survey or the Building Appraisal

and identified "ad-hoo" as the best way to describe how he ¡eferred to the Project

Requirements and thei¡ own Fee for Services Proposal. The Fee Proposal was also

the only document he identified as using in a "systematic way". He used it in this

manner to monitor personnel time costs on a weekly basis.

"Ad-hoc" was the predominant way the frm's key project personnel

said they refer¡ed to the various program documents. "Indirectly" was the next

most frequent way . Only the project architect identified "systematic" as the way

he refer¡ed to the "Requirements/Criteria" program over the course of the project.

The technician only referred to the "Room Data Survey Sheets" as he

needed to or in an "ad-hoc" manner during the production of the working

drawings.

3.4.2 ClientOrganizationResponses

The most often "ways" identified to describe how the key people

involved in implementing the project used the documents were "indirectly" and

"ad-hoc". Only the manager of the planning deparhnent acknowledged using the

Square Footage Requirements in a "systematic way" on a regular basis to monito¡

the amounts of floor space against projected numbers of employees.

Most of the "ad-hoc" use of the program documents identified by the

Client Organization's management v/as by the vice-president of the areas directly

affected by the renovaiion. Remaining management interviewed said they

"seldom or never" used most of the documents. The staff interviewed did not
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have access to any of the programming material except for the Organizational

Charts and the Building Review Survey Results.

The O&M personnel interviewed used the documents in a similar

manner as management. "Ad-hoc" or "seldom or never" was the most common

responses.

3.4.3 GeneralContractorResponses

Other than acknowledging an "indirect" use of the Building Code

Review, the Constn¡ction Supervisor felt "seldom or never" best described his use

of the program documents.

J.5 WAYS IN \ryIIICH THE PROGRAM DOCUMENTS WERE USED

3.5.1 In the Creative Process of Design

In the creative process of design, the programs were used exclusively by

the Interior Designer and Project Architect. During that process, the Interior

Designer used "seldom or never" to describe how she used the program

documents.

"It's (designing) just something that you get so familiar with doing that
you don't, even when you are pufting together a proposal for somebody, it
comes so easily that you don't even think what you are doing".

The project architect however, explained that the program documents

gave him the control of his team members (i.e., the designer) and directed which

way the project should go. His reference to the documents during this process

was described as "ad-hoc".
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3.5.2 During Presentations to the Client

In the initial presentation made to the client by the Principal-in-Charge

and the Project Architect, the highJights of the feasibility study were reviewed

prior to presenting the preliminary planning options to "ref¡esh memories of what

was agreed on and approved". Subsequent presentations made by the Interior

Desiper did not utilize any of the program documents directly.

"You become so familiar with the plan that you're not needing to refer to
those documents. You might for certain information, specifically for desk
sizes and that, you need to refer to those. But in terms of the areas you already
knew where one deparhnent was compared to the other and you knew how they
fimctioned already within by that time so it wasn't difficult to discuss that with
the client".

3.5.3 In Evaluating Design Solutions

Individuals from both the Design Firm and the Client Organization

acknowledged using program documents to evaluate the design solutions. All the

key people from the Design Firm used "ad-hoc" to describe how they used the

programs in their own evaluation process. As described by the lnterior Designer:

"Only when I needed to check things to make sure they were included in
the design".

The Client Organization manager's also used them in a similar fashion:

"Did they get the number in (furniture) and did we have enough space for
filing cabinets and that sort of thing", "The one about the square footage per
person and the fact that did we have the fire code regulations, the elevators and
stairwells right? Did we have enough wash¡ooms in?".
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3.5.4 In Evaluating Changes to the Design Solution

In évaluating any changes made to the design solution over the course of

the project, the Design Firm's project team most often identified "seldom or

never" to best desc¡ibe how they referred to the program documents. "Indirectly"

was their only other choice. Responses from the Client Organization and General

Contractor were similar except one client manager that acknowledged referring to

the documents "as I needed to" when evaluating changes to the design.

3.5.5 InPost-OccupancyEvaluations

No formal Post-Occupancy-Evaluations were conducted by either the

Design Firm or the Client Organization. In any informal evaluations that were

done, no one acknowledged using any of the program documents to help in their

evaluations.

3.5.6 Other Ways of Using the Program Documents

Other ways of using the program documents that were identified

included: l) the Principal-in-Charge of the Design Firm said some of the

documents may be used to market their services, and 2) the Client Organization's

O & M Manager indicated that the department areas and staff numbers would be

useful in planning the execution of future moves.

3.5.7 Summary of the Ways in Which the Program Documents Were Used

The most common responses for how the program documents were

referred to was "seldom or never", "indirect", and "ad-hoc". This pattern was

consistent among all respondents in all th¡ee companies. "Systematically" and "in
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a systematic way to measure perfoûnance" were rarely identified as a way to

describe how the progf¿rm documents were used.

Based on the responses from the key project people interviewed, the

program documents were used predominately in the following ways over the

cou¡se of the project:

1) "Seldom or Never" by the Interior Designer during the creative process of

design.

2) "Indirectly" by the Design Firm during presentations ofthe design solutions

to the Client Organization.

3) ln an "ad-hoc" way by both the Design Firm and the Client Organization

when evaluating the design solutions.

4) "Seldom or never" and in an "ad-hoc" way when evaluating changes to the

design solution.

5) "Seldom or never" during informal post-occupancy evaluations.
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CHAPTER 4

CASE STUDY SITE - B

4.1 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Case Study B involved the construction of 14,280 square feet of interior

office space to accommodate the expansion of the Data Processing Department of

a large commercial bank. The area renovated was a single floor of a high-rise

office tower located in the city's downtown central business district. The bank

occupies several floors within the building including their regional head offices.

The building is operated and maintained by the building Owner's Properry and

Tenant Services Department.

The space is considered to be a Class "A" office space with a rental rate

of approximately S22.00/sf. The total construction cost per square foot for the

renovation was approximately $54.00 (excluding fees and furnishings).

The type of work the area was designed for included the operation and

adminishation of the Bank's data processing functions for the local region. The

types of activities involved included administrative, training, file storage, and data

entry. The total area renovated involved the working spaces of approximately 90

people.

4.1.1 ProjectParticipants

The Banking corporation itself employs thousands of people and

occupies several million square feet of banking and commercial office space all

across Canada. For this project, the Bank was represented by the regional

management from the Processing Centre and the Corporation's local and national

Property Management Divisions.
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The Design Firm is a privately owned, professional consulting practice

with approximately 60 full time employees. The frm was founded in L947 and

offers full architectural, interior design, structural, mechanical, and electrical

engineering services. Over the course ofthose 48 years, the firm has been

responsible for the design and development of well in excess of one million square

feet of office space.

The General Contractor is a privately owned constn¡ction company

established in 1945. During this time the company has been responsible for the

construction of several million square feet of commercial office space, throughout

Manitoba and Northwest Ontario.

4.1.2 Roles and Responsibilities

The Client Organization was represented by the management of the Data

Processing Centre and the Bank's local and national property management

divisions. The role of the property management group was to act as the Owner

representative. They were responsible for overseeing the project implementation,

review, coordination, and move-in.

The Design Firm was contracted by the Client Organization to deliver a

complete range of interior design services. These included developing the

architectural program, producing the design and construcfion documents,

administrating the tendering and construction of the space, and procuring the

furnishings.

The General Conf¡actor was contracted by the Client Organization

through a competitive tender process to construct the space.
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4.I.3 Project Goals and Objectives

, The development of the Data Processing Centre was a result of the

bank's decision to centralize all branch back-office operations. To accommodate

the increased work load on the original central processing centre, the centre had to

be revamped, modernized, relocated, and expanded. An initial renovation project

to provide for those needs was under construction when the need to expand the

Centre was identified. This second project subsequently addressed those

expansion requirements and is the focus of this case study.

The goals and objectives for the expansion were identified in the

Functional Space Program prepared by the Design Firm. Of the issues listed in

the document and in other subsequent project correspondence analyzed, no set

priori of issues were identified. However, management and implementation

people from all three companies involved acknowledged having a clear

understanding of what issues were most important.

4.1.4 Projectlmplementation

The expansion to the Data Processing Centre beganjust befo¡e the

construction of the new Data Processing Centre itself was completed. Because

they were familiar with the Client and the Processing Centre and because the two

projects v/ere to be physically connected together, the Design Firm was also

contracted to provide the architectural services for the development of the

expansion area.

After selecting the Design Firm for the initial renovation, the Client

Organization's Property Management Department acted as the Client

Representative. They maintained design control and directed communications
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between the user groups, consultants, and cont¡actor, oversaw the construction,

and eventually coordinated the move-in.

The Design Firm essentially defined and directed the development

process in both projects. Once they had been informed to proceed with the

expansion area, they conducted the functional programming for thê space. This

was followed by the development of the final desigrr and eventually the production

of the working drawings and specifications. After coordinating the tender process,

the Design Firm helped administer the construction of the expansion area under

the direction of the Client Organization's Property Management Department.

Finally, the Design Firm procured and administered the installation of the

furnishings and equipment for the space.

The development of the design, construction documents, and tendering

of the Data Processing Cenhe project was also fast-hacked for the expansion a¡ea.

The speed-up was initiated to facilitate the completion of initial renovation to the

Data Processing Centre located on the two floors above. The programming,

design, and production of the construction drawings for the expansion took

approximately 3 1/2 months. Consfruction was completed in three phases over a

period of approximately 5 months.

A unique feature of the project as identified by the Project A¡chitect was

to have a Functional Program completed for the space. In his experience with

commercial office work, this is often not the case. Having to fast track the work

and coordinate it v/ith the previous job also made the project somewhat unique.
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ARCHITECTURAL PROGRAMMING PROCEDURES AND

METIIODS

4.2.1 Procedure

The first step by the Design Firm in developing the Functional Space

Program was to measure the existing space. Next, they began collecting

information on the Users' physical requirements. Some information was provided

by the Client Organization while the majority of it was collected by the Design

Fi¡m. Schematic plans were developed at the same time the Functional Program

was being put together. As explained by the Interior Designer,

"We do a schematic as part of that (the functional programming) because
now, with jobs speeding up in their delivery, phases overlap. Instead of
collecting every piece of information you can, you are already trying to steer it,
you are trying to sort of draw conclusions that could help direct you to what
questions you need or what questions you ask."

As additional information was collected it was compiled and organized

into a preliminary program document to solicit further feedback from the Client

Organization and the varioub User groups.

Once the initial program and schematic plan were reviewed, both were

refined and re-submitted for a final approval. After the program and schematic

plan were signed-off by the Client Organization, the hnal design development

process began.

The Project A¡chitect orchestrated the development of the program and

edited the final document while most of the production and schematic design was

done by the Interior Designer. The Architect and Technician were not involved in

developing the program to any large degree.
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4.2.2 Methods

At the time of the initial renovation and subsequent expansion, the

Design Firm was initiating the use of a problem-seeking model in their ofnice to

enhance their existing architectural programming process. The Project Architect

responsible for introducing this approach to the firm described it as a "matrix of

function, form, economy, and time against goals, facts, needs, and concepts." The

result being a "definition ofthe problem at the end ofthe process". This approach

was based on the CRSS model developed by William Pena.

Specific tools used during the collection of the User requirements

identified by the Design Fi¡m included in-person interviews, group meetings, and

working sessions with staff and management. The basic format and project

objectives from the previous Functional Space Program completed for the initial

project was also utilized in developing the Functional Space Program for the

expansion area.

4.2.3 ProgramDocuments

The following is a list of the "program documents" that u/ere identified

in the archival analysis of the Design Firm's project files for the expansion area.

This list excludes any design drawings and construction documents:

1) The Functional Space Program developed by the Design Firm.

2) Client/Design Firm Correspondence. The correspondence was comprised of

minutes of meetings that occurred over the course of the programming,

design, and construction stages.

3) The Project Schedule developed by the Design Firm.
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ARCHTTECTURAL PROGRAM INFORMATION

4.3.t Types of Program fnformation

Appendix J contains a summary of all the various types of information

identified in the program documents listed above. The information types that

were and were not emphasized in the main categories \¡/ere as follows:

4.3.1.1 Information About the Organization

lnformation on Staff and Work Groups identified included the Types

and Amounts of each and the Names of the various Work Groups involved in the

renovation.

The majority of information categorized under Plans was on

implementing the renovation itself. One Operational Plan was identified. This

plan was implied in a project objective listed in the Functional Space Program

which described the need for the design to accommodate further expansion of the

Centre's operations at this location over the next five to ten years. This was also

the only information about the organization that was projected beyond the initial

occupancy of the space.

The same was found under the Coals & Objectives category.

Information on project conditions like cost, schedule, and implementation

requirements tended to be emphasized. This included one O & M Project

Objective to provide after-hours heating and cooling in the new space.

Information identified under the Corporate Culture category was also

limited to a project objective listed in the Functional Space Program that described

the need for the space to "reflect the management philosophy of the company"

which required that a "sense of teamwork be engendered" and that the "staff are to

be treated as the most important resource of the organization".
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4.3.1.2 Information About the Organization's Operating Environment

One information type was identified on the organization's operating

environment, the Building Code Requirements listed under the sub-category Laws

and Regulations. No other information types were found or future conditions

were identifìed under Business Conditions, Competitive Actions, Labor Force,

Lease Conditions, or the Building's Operation & Maintenance.

4.3.1.3 Information About the Ph]¡sical Conditions Within Existine or Proposed

Soaces

Information types describing physical conditions were identified in all

sub-categories with the exception ofOutside Conditions. The types ofphysical

information identified were fairly inclusive especially under the Building,

Building Information Technology, Work Station and Furnitu¡e & Equipment

categories. Less information types were found under the Work Group category

than under the Work Station category.

Physical conditions projecting beyond the initial occupancy of the space

that were identified included the requirements for flexibility and the need to

accommodate additional computer terminals.

4.3.1.4 Information About Individual Work Stvles and Job Functions Within the

Organization

Information fypes under Task Analysis, Adjacencies, and

Communication sub-categories were all identified. However, most of the content

was limited to a list of equipment requirements. That is, the information

identified under Communication included Types and Location and was essentially

equipment check lists (telephone, data, computer network lines) for each wo¡k
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station found in the Functional Space Program. Descriptions of working

procedures, patterns, types, assessments of work flow and employee interaction,

etc., were not identified. Few, 3 of 17 information fypes, were identified under

Human Factors.

4.3.2 Summary of the Types of Program Information Identified

The predominate category of information types identified within the

program documents analyzed were Physical Conditions with an emphasis on

present Work Station and Furniture Conditions. Information types found on the

Organization tended to emphasize project conditions as opposed to the business

being conducted within the space or organization. Essentially no information was

found on the Organization's Operating Environment. Information types found on

Individual Work Styles and Job Functions were less limited, yet minimal. A total

of 4 information types out of 96 had con-pitions projected beyond the initial

occupancy of the space.

4.4 HOW THE PROGRAM DOCUMENTS WERE REFERRED TO

The results of the individual interview responses from the Design Finn,

Client Organization, and the General Contractor are summarized and graphically

illustrated in Appendix J.

4.4.1 Design Firm Responses

Of the three program documents analyzed, all five key project people

from the Design Firm acknowledged referring to them all over the course of

project.
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The Firm's principal used "ad-hoc" to describe the way he tended to

refer to all the program documents. "Ad-hoc" was also the most predominant way

the implementation and production people chose to describe how they used the

documents, the most consistently being how they all referred to the Functional

Space Progtam. Other ways in which the ClienlDesign Firm Correspondence was

used included "seldom or never" by the Design A¡chitect and "systematically" by

the Project Technician. Both the Project Architect and the Project Technician

chose "systematically" and "systematically to measure performance" to describe

tleir use of the Project Schedule while the Interior Designer felt "indirectly" best

described how she had referred to it.

Other program documents identified by the respondents over the course

of the interviews vr'ere the previous project's Functional Space Program and a

standards manual called "Architectural Graphic Standards". The implementation

people who acknowledged using these documents all chose "ad-hoc" as the best

way to describe how they had referred to them.

4.4.2 ClientOrganizationResponses

Management interviewed tended to chose "ad-hoc" as the way to

describe how they used both Function Space Programs over the course of the

expansion project. It is worth noting when considering their use of these

documents that both managers had limited involvement in the expansion project

during its construction. They both however, were heavily involved in the initial

project and acknowledged using the initial Functional Space Program during that

time in an "ad-hoc" manner as well.

There was a range of ways used identified by the Implementation

people. The on-site project manager used "seldom or never" to desc¡ibe his use of
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the Functional Space Program while the Senior Manager for the Corporation's

Facilities used "systematically to measure performance" to describe his. The

Senior Facility Manager's described how he used the document as:

"a benchmark... where we were constantly having to go back and say, 'is
this the way it is going to be?'. We v/ere constantly challenging it".

The Client/Design Firm Correspondence was used mainly by

management and the Senior Facility Manager in "ad-hoc" and "systematic" ways,

while the staff and remaining implementation people identified "seldom or never"

as the way they used the correspondence. Management tended to use the

corespondence as checklists for deficiencies, predominately in the later stages of

construction. The Facility Manager used the coÍespondence on an on-going basis

to update his project diary and keep abreast ofwhat was happening over the

course ofthe project.

The staff interviewed indicated that they never saw any of the program

documents after they had given their feed back on the initial draft of the

Functional Space Program.

One additional type of program document, the cashflow documents,

were identified by the Senior Facility Manager. He described his use of these

documents as "ad-hoc" to compare the financial status of the project with the

actual progress of the construction.

4.4.3 GeneralContractorResponses

The Construction supervisor used "systematically to measure

performance" to describe how he used the Project Schedule. "Seldom or Never"

best described his use ofboth the other documents.
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4.5 WAYS IN WHTCH THE PROGRAM DOCUMENTS WERE USEI)

4.5.1 In the Creative Process of Design

Both the Design A¡chitect and the lnterior Designer acl'nowledged using

only the Functional Space Program in the creative process ofdesign. Both

identified "ad-hoc" as the predominant way in which they referred to it during the

design process. Both described their creative process in very broad terms and did

not make specific reference to times or conditions when the program Functional

Space Program was referred to after becoming familiar with it initially.

The Design Architect described how the program helped his creative

efforts by providing:

"...motherhood statements about what kind of qualities the place should
have. I look through it (the program) and start thinking. That's how it
generates ideas. It's a very holistic thing. We have this little diagram that
shows schematically where the program areas should be laid out on the floor.
And so, you have that to work with. But you also have this notion that you are
trying to maximize the transparency of the space. So you synthesize the two."

The Inte¡ior Designer explained how the initial schematic layout (as

opposed to the Functional Space Program) helped her to creatively solve the

problem:

"You get a feel for the shape ofthe space. The schematic definitely gave
you a sense for how they had to be clustered. It made you choose certain
solutions like, 'I think we can really play up this group aspect, teamwork,
connecting work stations, or...' "
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4,5,2 During Presentations to the Client

Both the Design Architect and the Inte¡ior Designer acknowledged using

the Functional Space Program during their presentations to the Client and

described the way it was used as predominately "ad-hoc".

The Interior Designer described part of the presentation process as such:

"You probably have in your mind an idea of which option you are going to
recommend. But you are sort of walking them through part of the process you
went through: 'This is why we discarded this, this is why we discarded this'."

During this process she felt the program would have been used:

"...mostly ad-hoc, referring to it only as we needed to".

The Project A¡chitect and Production Technologist felt the Functional

Space Program likely wasn't used at all during presentations to the Client.

"What generally happens is you write these programs, then you start
designing. X day is when the program is complete. Then you start your design
process... and then the program gradually becomes obsolete, throughout the
design process. But without it you can't get to this point to start. So, in terms
of refening back to the program, a lot of it is obsolete by the time you are
referring to it".

4.5.3 In Evaluating Design Solutions

Only two of the six key people interviewed from the Client Organization

acknowledged participating in reviewing the design proposals. Of these fwo, the

Senior Facility Manager explained that his review incorporated :
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"...the program, many ye¿us of knowledge, a view to economy, and the
utilitarian."

In this instance, referring to the durability of specific finishes. The sole

manager who reviewed the designs described his use of the programs as

"a 'checklist', to make sure that we had been given adequate space, and
what have you".

The Design Firm unanimously felt that the programs were used when

reviewing the designs and were referred to in an "ad-hoc" fashion

"...they might have been ¡eferred to 'This is why I did this, because of
this"'.

The other reason for referring to the Functional Space Program

identified was to review physical relationships and sizes.

By these accounts, the program's role was again more of a space check-

list for the Client Organization and an ad-hoc reference for the Design Firm to

help explain why they did what they did.

4.5.4 In Evaluating Changes to the Design Solution

"Ad-hoc" was the most predominant way identified to desc¡ibe how the

programs were used to evaluate any changes that occurred to the design solution

over the course of the project. The Client Organization's department Manager and

site Project Manager chose "seldom or never" to describe how they used them to

evaluate changes.
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4.5.5 InPost-OccupancyEvaluations

The Design Firm did not conduct any formal post-occupancy evaluation

of the space. In any informal post-occupancy-evaluations, none of the

respondents from the Design Firm or General Contractor used any of the program

documents to help with their evaluation.

One respondent from the Client Organization acknowledged using a

progr¿¡m document in a post-occupancy evaluation. This was the Senior Manager

of the Facilities Administration Depa¡tment. After the completion of any new

space, his department distributes a questionnaire to the users with a copy of the

Functional Space Program attached. The questionnaire asks if the final space has

met the requirements as they were laid out in the program. None of the

respondents from the Client Organization acknowledged receiving a questionnaire

at the time of the interviews.

4.5.6 Other Ways of Using the Program Documents

Other ways key project people identified using the program documents

included: 1) the Principal-in-Charge ofthe Design Firm said the Functional Space

Program may be used to market their services, and 2) as an indirect training tool

for younger staff to "help order their thoughts and think in a more focused, clearer

scenario", 3) the Interior Designer acknowledged using the Functional Program as

a format guide and data base for future projects, and 4) the Senior Facility

Manager used the Functional Space Program as part ofhis project review p¡ocess

throughout the construction of the space.
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4,5.7 Summary of the Ways in Which the Program Documents Were Used

Overall, the most common ways in which the various program

documents were used by all levels within all three companies were "ad-hoc" and

"seldom or never". The least most common ways \¡/ere "indirectly" and

"systematically to measure performance".

Based on the responses from the key project people interviewed, the

project documents r¡/ere used predominately in the following ways over the course

of the project:

1) In an "ad-hoc" way by the Design A¡chitect and the Interior Designer during

the creative process of design.

2) Both "seldom or never" and in an "ad-hoc" way by the Design Firm during

presentations of the design solutions to the Client Organization.

3) In an "ad-hoc" way by both the Design Firm and the Client Organization

when evaluating the design solutions.

4) In an "ad-hoc" way when evaluating changes to the design solution.

5) "Seldom or never" during informal post-occupancy evaluations.
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CHAPTER 5

CASE STUDY SITE - C

5.1 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Case Study C involved the construction of 12,000 square feet of interior

office space to accommodate a regional Call Centre for a national corporation.

The area renovated was a single floor of an office tower located near the city's

central business district. The building is operated and maintained by the building

Owner's Property and Tenant Services Department.

The space is considered to be a Class "4" office space with a rental rate

of approximately S22.00/sf. The total construction cost per square foot for the

renovation was approximately $42.00 (excluding fees).

The space was designed for the operation and administration of a

telephone call-in centre and a courier service. The types of activities occuning in

the space included adminishative, haining, meeting, telephone call taking, a

computer main-frame area, and basic employee support services including change

rooms and a lunch room. The total area renovated involved the working spaces of

approximately 120 people.

5.1.1 Project Participants

The Corporation itself employs thousands of people all across Canada

and occupies approximately tkee million square feet of commercial office and

distribution space. For this project, the Corporation was represented by it's

national management in charge of Call Centres across Canada and the

Corporation's local and national Construction Management Divisions.
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The Design Firm is a pròfessional consulting practice offering full

architectural and interior design services with approximately 30 full time

employees. Over the last 35 years, the firm has been responsible for the design

and development of well in excess of one million square feet of commercial office

space.

The General Contractor was an employee owned construction company

established in 1906. The company has been responsible for the construction of

several million square feet of commercial office space all across North America.

5.1.2 Roles and Responsibilities

The Client Organization \À/as represented by their national Customer

Service Development Department (CSD), their Corporation's Architectural

Services Department (AS), and their local and national Construction Management

divisions (CM). The CSD were responsible for the organization, program

development, and operation of all the Corporation's Call Centres across Canada.

CSD management provided the quantitative functional program requirements for

the Call Centre to the Corporation's AS department. They in turn developed the

qualitative building program for the space, established the Corporate Standards

and technical building details, and selected the Consultants. The Construction

Management division acted as the liaison between the Corporation's va¡ious

departments, the Consultants, and the General Contractor. They were responsible

for overseeing the project implementation, review, coordination, and move-in.

Most of the key project people from the CSD, AS, and CM departments were

stationed in the Corporation's headquarters located in eastern Canada.

The Design Firm was contracted by the Client Organization to deliver a

limited range of interior design services. These included helping determine the
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site, producing the desigrr and construction documents, administrating the

construction of the space to make sure it was built according to the construction

documents, and finally procuring the furnishings and equipment.

The General Contracto¡ was engaged by the Client Organization to

manage the construction of the space. As construction managers, they solicited

tenders from the various sub-trades and coordinated their work on site throughout

the construction phase. They were responsible for having the space complete on

time and on budget.

5.1.3 Project Goals and Objectives

The development of this Call Centre was part of the Corporation's

national plan to improve customer service by upgrading their communication

technology and centralize their call-taking operations f¡om ten divisional units

into th¡ee regional centres across Canada.

The goals and objectives for the development of the space were limited

to specific project tasks and physical details listed in the Building Project Brief

provided by the Client Organization. In addition to the Functional Program

Requirements, the Brief prioritized what conditions were desirable, what were

essential, and what were mandatory. The Corporate Design Directives were

desirable, the Corporate Design Standards were essential, and the Corporate

Specifications were mandatory. No further set priori of issues were identified in

the Brief or in any other subsecluent programming documentation. However,

management and the implementation people from all three companies involved did

acknowledge having a clear understanding of what issues were most important.

As described by severai of the respondents:
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"A program (Functional Program Requirements) like this is so basic,
there's no priority rating on here. So that has to come from questions, usually
telephone conversations or faxes."

"...no, they (the priorities) were not written down, like in a w¡itten form...
but the designer had them in her head."

"... I think it (the priorities) was kind of in the minds of everybody, but
never formally put down - it would be implicit."

5.1.4 Projectlmplementation

The development ofthe space \¡/as initially directed and conducted by

the Corporation's Architectural Services Department. First, they helped the CSD

to identiff and document their functional and spatial requirements for the Call

Centre in the form of the Functional Program Requirement document.

Following the Functional Program Requirements, the AS prepared a

Building Program Requirements document which listed the qualitative conditions

for each work group and work station. This document however, was not found in

the Design Firm's project files or identified by any of the Design Firm's key

project people interviewed. A copy ofthe document was provided to the

researcher by the Corporation's Architectural Services Department and is included

in the content analysis.

The AS department then compiled a series of documents that were given

to the Consultants that were collectively referred to as the Building Project Brief.

The Brief included the Call Centre's Functional Program Requirements, budgets,

and schedules, as well as the Corporation's design directives, standards,

specifications and general procedures.
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At this point, the Construction Management Deparfment took control of

the project. The Design Firm was then selected and given the Building Project

Brief.

Next, the location of the Call Centre was determined. Using the

Building Project Brief and specifically the Functional Program Requirements, the

Design Firm identified and evaluated four or five existing spaces prior to

recommending its current location.

Following the site selection, the Design Firm proceeded to develop the

planning and design for the space. During this time they met with the CSD and

CM representatives and visited an existing call centre facility to clariff any

outstanding issues not initially provided. A final design proposal was then

submitted to the Corporation. It was reviewed, then revised, and subsequently

approved. The Design Firm then proceeded with the production of the contract

documents. The General Contractor subsequently coordinated the tender process

for the various sub-trades. Once the tenders were accepted, the Design Firm

administered the construction of the space and the procuring of the furniture and

equipment under the direction of the Corporation's Construction Management

Deparfment.

The programming, design, and production of the conhact documents for

the space took approximately four months. Construction was completed in one

phase over a period of approximately 2 months.

Except for the type of facility, the implementation procedure was fairly

typical for both the Corporation and the Design Firm. The Design Firm

acknowledged that having the Functional Program Requirements provided was

quite common when working with large corporate clients. In their experience,

most Corporations will have the in-house expertise to establish building standards

and conduct their own space programming.
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ARCHITECTURAL PROGRAMMING PROCEDURES ANI)

METIIODS

5.2.1 Procedure

The Manager of the Customer Services Development Department

determined the number of call-takers that had to be accommodated based on the

volume of calls that were projected for the facility. From there, using the

Corporate Standards provided by the Company's Architectural Services (AS)

Department, he was able to determine the types and amounts of work stations,

offices, and support rooms that would be required in the space. The AS

Department then calculated the amount of square footage required for each of the

spaces.

Next, the AS Department defined the Building Program Requirements

for the Centre. This included describing the basic architectural, structural,

electrical, and mechanical requirements for each space listed in the Functional

Program Requirements. The remainder of the Building Project Brief was copied

from the Corporation's Master Building Project Brief. This included the

following four sections: Design Directives, Codes and Regulations, Corporate

Design Standards, and Corporate Specifications.

Once the Design Firm had reviewed the Building Project Brief, they

visited an existing call centre facility, had in-person meetings, and personal

communications with the various Client Organization departments to clariff any

outstanding programming issues they required to design the space. These

programming activities overlapped into the design development stage until

ultimately the final design solution was determined and finally approved.
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5.2,2 Methods

The types and amounts of spaces that were identified for the Centre

were based primarily on the projected volume of calls the facility was to handle

and the personal experience of the Manager of the CSD Department. The

Corporation's Master Building Project Brief was used to describe implementation

procedures, building requirements, and calculate the square footage of the space.

The Design Firm used in-person meetings and personal communications

extensively as well as personal observations of similar operations to help them

identiff the outstanding programming requirements. They did not however,

memorialize these in writing but incorporated them directly into their on-going

design proposal.

5.2.3 ProgramDocuments

The following is a list of the "program documents" that were identifred

in the archival analysis of the Design Firm's project files. This list excludes the

Building Program Requirements and any design drawings and construction

documents:

1) The Functional Program Requirements prepared by the Client Organization.

2) Corporate Standards provided by the Client Organization.

3) ClienVDesign Firm Correspondence comprised of minutes of meetings and

hand notes that occurred over the course of the programming and design

stages.

4) An Equipment List and Layout provided by the Client Organization.

5) The Project Schedule developed by the General Contractor.
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ARCHITECTURAL PROGRAM INFORMATION

5.3.1 Types of Program Information

Appendix K contains a summary of all the various types of information

identified in the program documents listed above. The information types that

were and \ryere not emphasized in the main categories were as follows:

5.3. L I Information About the Oreanization

lnformation types about the Corporation were identified in five sub-

categories. They included: Staff, Plans, Corporate Culture, Goals & Objectives,

and V/ork Groups. Staff and Work Groups types focused primarily on present and

future amounts of staff types within the various work groups. Types identified in

the Building Project Briefunder Plans and Goals & Objectives ofthe Organization

tended to emphasize generic project issues and requirements. However, several

business plans and goals & objectives were identified in the Client/Design Firm

Correspondence including "consolidating call centres", and "minimizing stress and

maximizing production". The types found under the Corporate Culture category

also applied generically to the overall Corporation and was not specific to Call

Centre conditions.

5.3.1.2 Information About the Oreanization's Operating Environment

The one information type identified in the Building Project Brief

documents under this category was "Building Code Requirements". Two other

types, "Other Company Actions" and 'Experiences", were identified in the

ClienVDesign Firm Correspondence. No other information types were identified

under this category.
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5.3.1.3 Information About the Physical Conditions Within Existing or Proposed

Soaces

Information types describing physical conditions were identified in ail

seven sub-categories. The types of physical information identifïed were fairly

inclusive especially under the Work Group and Work Station categories.

Physical conditions that projected beyond the initial occupancy ofthe

space emphasized sizes and amounts of work gloups, work stations, and I.T.

equipment. No other information type identified under this category addressed

any other future conditions.

5.3.1.4 Information About Individual \Mork Stvles and Job Functions Within the

Organization

Very little information referencing individual or specific job conditions

was identified. This was likely due to the absence of staff involvement in the

development of the new facility. Two information types on generic job functions

were identified in the Building Project Brief while the remaining types r¡/ere

contained in the ClienlDesign Firm Correspondence.

5.3.2 Summary of the Types of Program Information Identified

The most predominant type of information identified in the program

documents was clearly Physical. A fairly wide range of Organizational

information was present, however it tended to emphasize project conditions as

opposed to information on work or business conditions. Information about the

Organization's Operating Environment and Individual Work Styles & Job

Functions were much less inclusive with several categories of information types
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absent including Building O & M; Business, Labor, and Lease Conditions;

Individual Communication and Human Factors.

5.4 IIOW TIIE PROGRAM DOCUMENTS WERE REFERRED TO

The results of the individual interview responses from the Design Firm,

Client Organization, and the General Contractor are summarized and graphically

illustrated in Appendix K.

5.4.1 Design Firm Responses

The most predominate way in which the key people from the Design

Firm identified using the various programs tended to be "ad-hoc". The least

predominant way identified was "systematically to measure performance". The

Functional Program Requirements tended to be used mostly by Management and

Implementation People and used in an "ad-hoc" manner. The remaining Building

Project Brief and program documents were used by all three types of people in the

firm. The various ways in which they were referred to included "indirectly" , "ad-

hoc" and "systematically".

Descriptions of how the documents were referred to included:

"I went through it (the Functional Program Requirements) with a fine tooth
comb. Then I came up with my questions of things that I wasn't sure about,
got all of my ansvr'ers and, when I had it clear in my head what they wanted
with this program, I would only refer back to it when I needed it... during
planning to check back and say 'I can't remember what space they needed in
this room', so you'd go back and look it up."

"The information (ClienVDesign Firm correspondence) really becomes part
of your active memory, so that if you focus enough on the material, you don't
have to keep going back to reyiew it. It's there as a reference record."
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5.4.2 ClientOrganizationResponses

The most predominate way in which the management and staff from the

Customer Services Development Deparhent identified using the various programs

was clearly "seldom or never". Ways not identified included "indirectly",

"systematically", and "systematically to measure performance". Both groups also

identified "ad-hoc" to describe how they referred to the Functional Program

Requirements, the Client/Design Firm Correspondence, and the Project Schedule.

The predominant ways in which the Implementation and O&M People

referred to the program documents were "ad-hoc" and "seldom or never". The

Senior Project Manager consistently identified "ad-hoc" as the way to describe

how he referred to the documents except the Project Schedule. He refer¡ed to this

document on a regular basis in a "systematic" fashion to monitor the progress of

each trade and the overall project.

Descriptions of how the documents were referred to included:

"If you don't remember what the sizes were etc., you'd go back to it (the
Functional Program Requirements) and say 'yeah, we asked for ten square
meters and we got ten square meters'... It's a check."

"I don't really refer that much to it (Functional Program Requirements),
other than myself having knowledge of what we are looking for. Then when
we get a concept together, of looking that the concept drawing satisfies what
has been asked for. From that standpoint then, other than for quick reference if
someone was asking me, '411 right, how many operators are there in this
place', I may research it. But other than that, once the working drawings are
done, I refer to the working drawings."

"When you ask me what do I do with the standards (Building Project Brief)
after I get the design back, it's a funny question. The only time I would look at
the standards was if I didn't remember what was in there, so I'd go back and
check them."
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5.4.3 GeneralContractorResponses
' The Project Coordinator tended to refer to the various progr¿rm

documents in a one of th¡ee ways. He acknowledged the Functional Program

Requirements or the ClienlDesign Firm Correspondence were "seldom or never"

referred to while the remaining documents tended to be referred to either in an

"ad-hoc" or "systematic" manner.

Descriptions of how the documents were referred to included:

"We needed to lay out this equipment, to make sure it fit. We did have
some trouble making sure it fit. We had to switch it around. This plan here
(Equipment List & Layout) for example, I think we went through about five
generations of this plan before we found out we could fit everything in."

WAYS IN WHICH THE PROGRAM DOCUMENTS WERE USED

5.5.1 In the Creative Process of Design

Both key people from the Design Firm responsible for the development

of the design solution acknowledged using the program documents in an "ad-hoc"

way during the creative process of design. Additional comments on the programs

role in the creative process included:

"Well, it's (the design solution) certainly open to personal interpretation,
because somebody else... anyone else in our firm... or any other designer for
that matter, could be given the same information, and they'd come up with a

different solution that would be just as valid. There is more... you can't help
but have your personal taste influence the job. But for most of the design
elements in the job, there was a reason."

"Well, we had defined certain key issues, like acoustics, and that (the
Building Project Brief) helped focus on issues, such as baffling the sound, that
became design elements."
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5.5.2 During Presentations to the Client

The Principal-in-Charge and the Interior Designer acknowledged using

the Functional Program Requirements during their presentations to the Client and

described the way it was used as both "ad-hoc" and "indirect". The Client

Organization's Senior Project Manager identified "seldom or never" as the way he

recalled the program documents being referred to during presentations.

Descriptions of the how the programs were used during client presentations

included:

design committee was so large, the people that we were presenting to...
sometimes they can't even remember what it was they asked for initially, and
so I think we actually did go back and refer to the initial program. Saying, you
know, 'how many people did we say we were going to put here', and go back
and, 'well this is how many you wanted'. We went back to it (Functional
Program Requirements) a few times."

"By the time they were doing this (the presentation) they had essentially
prepared documents from a point of view of working documents and scope and
what have you, so that could be referred to. But in general, to the client, it is
more of a pictorial presentation... and a verbal, sort of description."

5.5.3 In Evaluating Proposed Design Solutions

In the process of evaluating their design solutions, the Design Firm

respondents identified "seldom or never" and "indirectly" to describe how they

tended to refer to the program documents. This was accounted for by the lack of

change that occurred to the requirements over the course of the design. Thus, the

key Design Firm people had essentially committed the main issues and criteria to

memory. On the other hand, the Client Organization ¡eferred to the documents in

predominately an "ad-hoc" manner when reviewing the design proposals, making
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sure that room types and sizes appeared on the drawings as they appeared in the

program. None of the respondents felt they used the programs in any kind of

systematic fashion while evaluating proposed design solutions. Descriptions of

evaluation processes included:

"Because it's (design) such a progressive thing, I was referring to this (the
Functional Program) more at the onset when I wasn't as familiar with the job,
and then as you go along, you use this i¡formation. But then they may change
their mind about certain things, and the plan progresses. So, because it's
always progtessing, and they always are responding to what the client wants,
there's really... I didn't find there was any need to go back and check this,
because it didn't really change... they didn't change it."

"It'sjust an ad-hoc way. It's... I think the natural process is if... you know
what you are looking at, and you have to refresh your memory, so it becomes
more ad-hoc ¡ather than... you don't take the document and check off each item
and say'yeah, yeah, yeah, you've done that...' other than probably the
functional program. Because you would want to make sure that every space
that was requested does appear on the drawing."

"I mean we did certain things when we did the desigt review, we'd make
sure that everything that we wanted was in the¡e, I don't know if you would
call that systematic. We'd just make sure every time that we saw something
that... we made sure all the numbers and that 'the training room was there, and
the wash¡ooms were there... and all the computers were there. "'

5.5.4 fn Evaluating Changes to the Design Solution

"Ad-hoc" and "seldom or never" were the most predominant ways

identified to describe how the programs were refer¡ed to when evaluating any

changes that occurred to the design solution over the cou¡se of the project.

Responses to whether the programs played a role in evaluating the changes

included:
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"No, I think as it came up and we discussed the merits of it with the client,
and if it was agreed upon, we'd go ahead. But not from a point of view of
referring to the documents, no."

"It (the design) evolved. The client changed their minds as they go. So
you just respond to that. So after that, these (the progfam documents) may not
even be valid."

"Where I would have used them (the programs) directly was if I felt that
they (the changes) triggered services that weren't anticipated in the scope of
the work. If there's a change in the scope of work from what you have agreed
to, because they had a fixed fee, you had to have grounds to argue with them
for additional fees."

5.5.5 InPost-OccupancyEvaluations

The Design Firm did interview some of the staff after they were moved-

in and using the space. They did not use the program documents during this

process. Any informal post-occupancy evaluations done by Client Organization o¡

Design Firm respondents also did not utilize any of the program documents.

5.5.6 Other Ways of Using the Program Documents

The only other way the program documents were used was as a

reference or benchmark for future call cenke projects. This was identified by both

Design Firm and Client Organization respondents.

5.5.7 Summary of the Ways in Which the Program Documents Were Used

Overall, the most coÍlmon ways in which the various program

documents were used by all levels within all three companies were "ad-hoc",

"seldom or never", and "indirectly". The least most common ways were

"systematically" and "systematically to measure performance".
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The program documents were also used most commonly in the following

ways:

1) In an "ad-hoc" way during the creative process of design.

2) Both "indirectly" and in an "ad-hoc" way during presentations ofthe design

solutions to the Client Organization.

3) "Indirectly", "seldom or never", and in an "ad-hoc" way when evaluating

proposed design solutions and changes to the design solution.

4) "Seldom or never" during informal post-occupancy evaluations.

5) In an "ad-hoc" way on future projects.
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CHAPTER 6

CASE STUDY SITE - D

6.1 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Case Study D involved the construction of 27,780 square feet of interior

office space to accommodate the Information Services Deparhnent ofa large

publicly-owned Corporation. The area renovated was a single floor of an historic

office tower located in the city's central business district. The building is owned

and operated by an independent Real Estate company.

The space is considered to be a Class "C" office space with a rental rate

of approximately $12.00isf. The total construction cost per square foot for the

renovation was approximately $22.00 (excluding fees).

The space was designed to accommodate the operation and

administration of the Corporation's Information Services Department. The types

of activities occurring in the space included computer programming, research and

development, administrative, group meetings, and basic employee support services

including a staff room. The total area renovated involved the working spaces of

approximately 205 people.

6.1.1 Project Participants

The Corporation itself employs thousands of people throughout the

province of Manitoba and occupies in several hundred thousand square feet of

commercial office, retail, and industrial space. For this project, the Client

Organization was represented by the management of the Corporate Information

Services Department (CIS) and it's Real Estate Division.
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The design team consisted of an architectural firm and an interior design

frm. The architectural firm was founded in 1986 and had 3 full time employees

while the interior design firm was founded in 1985 and had 4 full time employees.

Both companies were sole proprietorships.

The General Contractor was a subsidiary company of the Building

Owner. The company has been responsible for the construction ofnumerous

commercial office spaces located predominately in Winnipeg.

6,t.2 Roles and Responsibilities

The project was a turn-key development where the Building Owner

negotiated and secured a lease arrangement with the Corporation's Real Estate

department and subsequently confracted the consultants and General Contractor to

design and construct the space. The CIS Department assigned an in-house

representative who acted as the liaison befween the consultants, user groups, and

the department's management.

The Interior Design Firm was responsible for designing the tenant space,

producing the construction documents, and procuring the furnishings. The

architectural firm was responsible for coo¡dinating the consultants and

adminishating the design and construction of the tenant space. At the same time

they were also engaged by the Building Owner to provide full interior

architectural services to upgrade the building's core facilities to meet current

Building Code requirements.

The General Contractor was engaged by the Building Owner to manage

the construction of the space. As construction managers, they solicited tenders

from sub-trades and coordinated the work on site throughout the construction
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phase. They were responsible for having the space completed on time and on

budget.

6.1.3 Project Goals and Objectives

As a result of an expiring lease and the need to locate their operations

closer to the city's central business district preferably on a single floor, the CIS

Department initiated the move.

The goals and objectives for the development of the space that were

identified in the program documents were essentially limited to specific project

tasks. Of the these conditions and issues, no set priori of importance were

identified among them. Responses to how priorities were or were not unde¡stood

included:

"There would have been objectives stated initially which unfortunately
were quite loose objectives and very little was written down."

"We didn't have a list of written priorities. But things were covered in the
minutes in that way."

"The¡e were no design issues. It was just straight planning."

6.1.4 Proj ect Implementation

The decision to move the department from their previous location was

determined at the Vice President level of the Corporation's Real Estate and CIS

departments. The Real Estate deparfment identifred potential sites and negotiated

the final lease arrangement with the Building Owner on behalf of the CIS

Department.
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It wasn't until after the lease agreement was signed that the Design

Consultants were brought in by the Building Owner to prepare the space for the

new tenant.

Once the construction documents were finalized, the Construction

Management Firm solicited bids from the various sub-trades and proceeded to

implement the demolition and construction of the nev/ space.

The programming, design, and production of the contract documents for

the space took approximately 6 weeks. The construction phase was completed

over a period of approximately 2 months.

ÀRCIIITECTURAL PROGRAMMING PROCEDURES AND

METHODS

6.2.1 Procedure

The two design groups basically worked independent of each other. The

A¡chitectural Firm was not involved in the programming or design of the Client

Organization's space. This was the responsibility of the Interior Design Firm.

The Interior Design Firm began the development of the space by first

meeting with the Corporation's Senior Project Manager and the representative

from the User group. The representative provided them with the programming

information on the CIS Department including types, amounts, and adjacencies of

work groups and work stations as well as the Corporate Standards previously

developed by the Real Estate Department. They then toured their existing

facilities and conducted the furniture and equipment inventory. Next, they began

developing the block plan for the space, meeting several times with the User

group's representative due to changes to the initial programming information.
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Once the block planning was confirmed, the more detailed planning and desip of

the space began.

Changes to the design were ongoing throughout the design process.

This was largely a result of the short project time frame, additional client

demands, and unknown building conditions that were discovered as the work

progressed. A design was finalized and subsequently approved by the Client

Organization prior to the Design Firm completing the construction documents.

6.2.2 Methods

Specific programming tools applied by the Interior Design Firm included

the Corporate Standards document provided by the Client Organization, in-person

meetings, personal communications, and personal observations.

The sizes of the various spaces were initially based on the company's

Corporate Standards. However, due to existing conditions within the new space,

many of these standards were not incorporated into the final design.

6.2.3 ProgramDocuments

The following is a list of the various program documents that were

identified in the archival analysis of the Design Firm's project files. This list

excludes any design drawings or construction documents:

Corporate Standa¡ds developed by the Corporation's Real Estate Department.

The Client Organization's Organizational Charts developed by the Client

Organization.

The Floor Plans and Work Group Layouts from the Client Organization's

previous location.

1)

2)

J)
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The Client Organization's Employee List prepared by the Client

Organization.

The Furniture & Equipment List prepared by the lnterior Design Firm.

Client/Design Firm Correspondence comprised of minutes of meetings and

hand notes that occurred over the cou¡se of the programming and design

stages.

7) The Project Schedule prepared by the Project Architect.

6.3 ARCEITECTURAL PROGRAM INFORMATION

6.3.1 Types of Program Information

Appendix L contains a summary of all the various types of information

identified in the program documents listed above. The information types that

were and were not emphasized in the main categories were as follows:

6.3.1.1 Information About the Organization

Information types about the Corporation were identified in five sub-

categories. They included: Staff, Plans, Corporate Culture, Goals & Objectives,

and Work Groups. Staff and Work Groups types focused primarily on present

amounts of staff types within the various work groups. Types identified under

Plans and Goals & Objectives of the Organization emphasized project issues and

requirements. The information types found under the Corporate Culture category

were derived mainly from the department's organizational charts. Few types were

found that described conditions relating to the nature of the business or

management of the department. Only one information type about the

5)

6)
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Organization, under Plans, identified a future condition for the departrnent. This

was that the department would be growing.

6.3.1.2 Information About the Oreanization's Operating Environment

Only one category was identifred that related to the Corporation's or the

CIS Department's operating environment. These were the code requirements

contained in the minutes of a meeting. No information types, present or future,

were found under Building O & M, Business Conditions, Competitive Actions,

Labor Force, or Lease Conditions.

6.3.1.3 Information About the Physical Conditions Within Existine or P¡oposed

Soaces

Information types relating to physical conditions were identified in six

of the seven sub-categories. Nothing was found on the Outside Conditions of the

space. Very few types were noted under Building and Building Information

Technology Conditions. The predominate category of physical information types

were under the Work Group Conditions, Furniture & Equipment, and Layouts.

However, none of the categories had extensive amounts of any of the types listed,

especially Work Station Conditions. No physical conditions that projected beyond

the initial occupancy of the space were identified in any of the six sub-categodes.

6.3.1.4 Information About Individual Work Slvles and Job Functions Within the

Orsanization

Only three information types refening to individual or specific job

conditions were identified. One Task and two Adjacency Conditions were found
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in Client/Design Firm Correspondence and exhapolated from the Department's

Existing Floor Plans.

6.3.2 Summary of the Types of Program Information ldentified

The information types identified in the various progrrrm documents were

limited primarily to Physical Conditions and Information About the Organization.

However, none of the categories were comprehensive and all focused exclusively

on present project conditions. Any information types found under Work Styles &

Job Functions or the Organization's Operating Environment \¡¡ere found in

Client/Design Firm Correspondence. The types identified in the Corporate

Standards document referred predominately to Physical Conditions.

6.4 HOW THE PROGRAM DOCUMENTS WERE REFERRED TO

The results of the individual interview responses from the Design Firm,

Client Organization, and the General Contractor are summarized and graphically

illuskated in Appendix L.

6.4.1 Design Firm Responses

The most predominate ways in which the Design Firm's key people

acknowledged referring to the program documents tended to be "ad-hoc" and

"systematically". "Systematically to measure performance" was not identified by

any of the respondents as a \¡/ay of referring to the documents. The more formal

program document, the Client Organization's Corporate Standa¡ds, were

addressed primarily by the Senior Interior Designer in an "ad-hoc" manner.
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Descriptions of how the documents were referred to by the Design Firm

included:

"We referred to it (Corporate Standards) a lot at the beginning, when we
had to heed the office standard sizes, and the cubicle sizes."

"This (Client/Design Firm Correspondence) became our check-list of
entering things on to the reco¡d. So as (the Client) made decisions, or (the
Building Owner) was asked for formal requests, it would occur through these
documents."

6,4.2 ClientOrganizationResponses

The predominate ways in which the Client Organization's management

and implementation people referred to the program documents included "seldom

or never", "indirectly", and "ad-hoc". The way the Staffreferred to the

documents v/as clearly "seldom or never". No O & M personnel were

interviewed.

Descriptions of how the documents were referred to by the Client

Organization included:

"This (the Corporate Standards) would be as a reference in more ofan
indirect... We are dealing with the issues surrounding the document and
possibly questioning the need to apply these standards in a methodical way, to
everybody..."

"Shictly for office sizes. Sizes ofoffices are number one in interior space
configuration. I wasn't particularly involved in any of the building standards
or the finishes. It was merely reviewing the number, office sizing, and space
available."

"I would have used it (the Organizational Charts) during this project,
mostly from memory, and may have had a copy in the file, if there was
questions from the interior design consultant."
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6,4.3 GeneralContractorResponses

The Construction Manager tended to refer to the certain program

documents in a one of two ways. He acknowledged referring to various

ClienlDesign Firm Correspondence and Building Code Requirements in an "ad-

hoo" way and the project schedule on a weekly basis in a more "systematic" way.

None of the other program documents listed were identified.

Descriptions ofhow the program documents were referred to by the

General Contractor included:

"We were at subsequent meetings, and of course we discussed, particularly
in April and May, exactly how we were going to build the space, and what we
were going to do, and how it was going to be designed, and then what the
requirements were, and basically we referred as we were building it... and we
referred back to the minutes (ClienlDesign Firm Correspondence) to
incorporate whatever they wanted."

6.5 WAYS IN WHICH THE PROGRAM DOCUMENTS WERE USED

6.5.1 [n the Creative Process of Design

The key people from the Design Firms responsible for the development

of the design solution felt that the program documents did not help them in the

process of coming up with design alternatives:

"I wouldn't say they really helped in a creative way. More of an
informational gathering... planning information to... have the work stations
fully functional, but as to the creativity of them, no."

"Yes, I did use this, and I used all these things, but that was more for the
logical side ofmy brain, like the logical side ofthe project. That is, what had
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to happen and what had to work. I don't think that these contributed to my
creative side."

6.5.2 During Presentations to the Client

The Interior Designers both acknowledged using the previous or

Existing Floor Plans/Layout during the presentation of the final design solution to

the Client. They described their reference to it during this process as being both

"ad-hoc" and "systematic". They used it to compare the new plan with the

existing layout and to illustrate to the client that the new space accommodated all

the existing work groups and work stations identified in the previous location.

"We used it at the presentation, and then questions would arise from it.
But we would say 'OK, now we've got 12 people in this orange group, and
here they are here. Have we missed anyone? Oh, well, I see that we should
take this one and put them in, or adding one'... things like that."

No other program documents were identified by either the Design Firms

or Client Organization respondents as being referred to during design

presentations.

6.5.3 In Evaluating Proposed Design Solutions

When evaluating the proposed design solutions, the Design Firms and

Client Organization respondents used "ad-hoc" the most to describe how they

tended to refer to the program documents. "Seldom or never" and "indirect" were

also identified. In the descriptions of their evaluation processes, references made

to the documents focused on using them to ensure things were included in the

design.
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"Minutes of meetings and client and consultant interactions became a
checkJist at the end, and periodically, to make sure that all things are dealt
with."

No mention of any kind of systematic reference was made by any of the

respondents during the evaluation of the design proposals.

6.5.4 In Evaluating Changes to the Design Solution

"Ad-hoc" was also the most predominant way used to describe how the

programs were referred to when evaluating changes that occurred to the design

solution over the course of the project. "Seldom or never", and "indirectly" were

also identified.

6.5.5 InPost-OccupancyEvaluations

There were several post-occupancy evaluations done on the space that

were conducted by both Design Firms and the Client Organization. These

evaluations included a formal survey distributed by the Interior Design Firm as

well as formal and informal walk+hroughs. The survey solicited feedback and

ratings on certain qualities of the finished space.

Only the ClienlDesign Firm Conespondence played a role during

formal walk-th¡ough evaluations to help resolve several conflicts that occur¡ed

after the project was complete. Several respondents acknowledged referring to

these documents during their evaluations in both an "ad-hoc" and "systematic"

manner.
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6.5.6 Other Ways of Using the Program I)ocuments

As mentioned dwing post-occupancy evaluations, the Client/Design

Firm Correspondence also played a role in clarifuing events and responsibilities

over the course ofthe project. The Organizational Charts and the Corporate

Standards remain in use today on a regular basis, assisting the Corporation's Real

Estate Department to design and plan future moves.

6.5.7 Summary of the Ways in Which the Program Documents Were Used

Overall, the most common ways in which the various program

documents were referred to by all levels within all three companies were "ad-hoc"

and "seldom or never". The least most common ways were "indirectly" and

systematically". "Systematically to measure performance" was not identified by

any of the respondents.

The program documents were used and referred to over the course of the

project in the following ways:

l) "Seldom or neve¡" during the creative process ofdesign.

2) In both an "ad-hoc" and "systematic" way during presentations ofdesign

solutions to the Client Organization.

3) "Indirectly", "seldom or never", and in an "ad-hoc" way when evaluating

proposed design solutions and changes to the design solution.

4) "Seldom or never", "ad-hoc", and "systematically" during post-occupancy

evaluations.

5) In an "ad-hoc" way during project reviews and on future projects.
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CHAPTER 7

CASE STUDY SITE - E

7.I PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Case Study E involved the construction of 13,575 square feet ofinterior

office space to accommodate the regional headquarters of a large, international

insurance company. The area renovated was a single floor ofa high-rise office

tower located in the city's central business dishict. The building is owned and

operated by an independent Real Estate company.

The space is considered to be a Class "4" office space with a rental rate

of approximately $24.00/sf. The total construction cost per square foot for the

renovation was approximately $22.00 (excluding fees).

The space was designed to accommodate the operation and

adminisfation of fwo branches of the company's insurance sales offices. The

types of activities occurring in the space included sales, training, administ¡ation,

small group meetings, file storage, and basic employee support services including

a staff room. The total area renovated involved the working spaces of

approximately 90 people.

7.1.1 ProjectParticipants

The Corporation employs thousands ofpeople throughout Canada and

the United States and occupies in excess of a million square feet of commercial

office space. This project was a turn-key office package in which the Building

Owners provided the Client Organization with a finished space for a fixed price.

The lnsurance Company's primary contact was the leasing coordinator from their
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Property Division located in Toronto. Locally, the company's representatives

were limited to the Director and his project coordinator.

The design team was comprised ofan A¡chitectural Firm and an Interior

Design Firm. The Architectural Firm was founded in 1954. They currently

employ approximately 20 full time staff and offer a full range or urban,

architectural, and inte¡ior design services. The Interior Design Firm r¡¡as a one-

person practice specializing in commercial interiors.

The General Conhactor was founded in 1985 and has been responsible

for the construction of nume¡ous commercial office spaces located throughout

Winnipeg.

7.7.2 Roles and Responsibilities

The project was a turn-key development in which the Building Owner

negotiated and secured a lease arrangement with the Insurance Corporation's

Branch Office. The Architectural Firm and the General Contractor were

contracted by the Building Owner to design and construct the space. An Interior

Design Firm was contracted directly by the Branch Office to select the various

room finishes and furnishings.

A leasing agent from the Insurance Company's Toronto Property

Division acted as the Corporation's primary representative. Their role was to

initially identif potential office locations, analyze the various spaces and lease

conditions, and then make the appropriate recommendations to the Branch

Director. In negotiating and setting out the lease conditions, the Property Division

also dictated the Branch Office's construction and space standards.

The Architectural Firm was responsible for providing an initial layout of

the space to secure the lease agreement, develop the final design, produce the
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construction documents, and administer the construction of the space. The

Principal-in-Charge of the project over saw the work produced and administered

by one of the firm's senior designers. The Interior Design Firm was responsible

for selecting the wall and floor finishes as well as procuring the new furnishings.

The two firms worked independently from one another. For the purposes of this

report, the Architectural Firm's senior designer will be refened to as the Interior

Designer and the Interior Design Firm's key project person will be referred to as

the Furniture Designer.

The General Conhactor was engaged by the Building Owner to provide

a construction budget and manage the construction of the space. As construction

managers, they solicited tenders from the various sub-trades and coordinated their

work on site throughout the construction phase. They were responsible for having

the space complete on time and on budget.

7.1.3 Project Goals and Objectives

The project was initiated as a result ofthe Branch Office's lease

expiring at their previous location. The Corporation and Branch Office's

objectives were to secure a space that would best accommodate their operational,

functional, and economic requirements.

The goals and objectives for the design of the space that we¡e identified

in the program documents we¡e essentially limited to specific project tasks. Of

these conditions and issues, no set priori of importance were identified among

them. The respondents acknowledged that despite not having any documented

priori ofissues or conditions, the important ones were basically understood by all.
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"Nobody asked me if, since you are moving, what is it you absolutely
want in any particular order of importance. We implicitly, I think, suggested
that location on the floor was the most importart."

"Nobody will say, 'make sure the branch manager has the best ofhce
because he's the guy that is gong to give the final OK on the building.' Yes,
you know that."

The leasing agent from the Corporation's Property Division did however

utilize a prioritized list ofissues and conditions to help them analyze and identifu

the best potential sites for the Branch Office. The actual survey and the results of

this analysis were not made available to the Design Firms or referred to by any

other ofthe key project people interviewed.

7.1.4 Project f mplementation

The first step in securing a nev/ lease for the Branch Office was first to

determine the amount of space required. The second step was to identiff potential

locations. Once the Branch Offrce submitted their space requirements to the

Corporation's Properfy Division for approval, the Property Division conducted a

site survey to identifu potential locations. In each case, the Building Owners were

provided the space requirements and Corporate Standards to enable them to

fonnulate their turn-key proposals. Each proposal submitted was in turn evaluated

by the Property Division and used as the basis for further negotiations and counter

proposals.

After the Corporation and the Branch Office accepted the final lease

agreement, the Building Owner's Architectural Firm proceeded to develop their

final design and produce the construction documents. Once the construction

documents were complete, the Ceneral Conhactor solicited bids from the various

sub-trades and began implementing the construction of the new space. At the
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same time, the Furniture Designer selected the wall and floor frnishes and

prepared the tender call for procuring the furnishings and equipment.

The initial programming, layout, and lease negotiations took place over

approximately four months. Finalizing the design, and producing the construction

documents took approximately 4 weeks after the lease agreement was signed. The

actual conskuction and procuring of the furniture and equipment was completed

over a period of approximately 7 weeks. The move-in was coordinated by the

Branch Office and done in one phase.

ARCHITECTURAL PROGRAMMING PROCEDURES AND

METHODS

7.2.1 Procedure

Essentially, the bulk of the architectural programming occurred when

the space calculations were initially completed by the Branch Office themselves.

Because the Architectural Firm did not have access to the client initially, they

developed their preliminary layout based on these requirements and the

Corporation's Office Alteration Standards provided to them by the Corporation's

Property Division.

Prior to developing the preliminary layout, the Architectural Firm

revised the Corporation's Program to more accurately reflect their building

conditions. This concluded with a leasing plan analysis to compare the initial

program areas with the preliminary layout areas being proposed in the lease

negotiations.

Any outstanding conditions or issues not addressed in the preliminary

layouts were identified in meetings and discussions with the Corporation's leasing
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agent, the Director of the Branch Office, and his project coordinator. Most of

these items were noted in minutes and correspondence and incorporated directly

into the frnal design that was being developed at the same time. The final layout

of the space did not change much from the original proposal.

7.2.2 Methods

The Corporation provided the Brurch Office with a guideline for the

various types and sizes of offices that were being applied to thei¡ ¡etail office

space all across North America. They also provided them with standard formulas

to help them calculate the various office types and sizes they would need. These

numbers were based on the Branch Manager's hiring criteria and his sales

projections over a five year period. In developing the standard formulas and space

requirements, the Corporation utilized a ratio/hend and projection technique to

plot and project, through the use of their company's sales and size history, the

square footage per sales per person for that particular region. The Corporation's

Head Office in turn evaluated the Branch's calculations using a computer program

that confirmed the number ofpeople in each fype and size ofoffice space based

on previous local and national retenfion periods.

No other programming techniques or methods we¡e identified other than

the in-person meetings and personal correspondence that occurred over the cou¡se

of the project.

7.2.3 ProgramDocuments

The following is a list of the various program documents that were

identified in the archival analysis of the Design Firm's project files. This list

excludes any design drawings and construction documents:
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1) Program developed initially by the Client Organization and reformatted by

the Design Firm.

2) Leasing Plan Analysis completed by the Design Firm.

3) Lease Agreement & the Corporation's Office Alte¡ation Standards developed

by the Client Organization.

4) Client/Design Firm Correspondence comprised of minutes of meetings and

hand notes that occurred over the course of the programming and design

stages.

5) The Project Schedule prepared by the Building Owner.

7,3 ARCHITECTURALPROGR,{MINFORMATION

7.3.t Types of Program Information

Appendix M contains a summary of all the various types of information

identified in the program documents listed above. The information types that

were and were not emphasized in the main categories were as follows:

7 .3 .1.1 Information About the Organization

Types of information about the Corporation's Organization were

identified under Staff, Plans, Goals & Objectives, and Work Groups. All the types

identified focused exclusively on project conditions and present types and

amounts of space. No information was found that described conditions relating to

the nature of the business or management of the Branch. No future conditions

were identified under any sub-categories.
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7.3.1,2 Information About the Orsanization's Ope¡atins Environment

Only one category was identified that related to the Corporation's

operating environment. These were the cur¡ent lease conditions contained in the

Lease Agreement between the Branch Office and the Building Owner. No other

information types, present or future, were found under Laws & Regulations,

Building O & M, Business Conditions, Competitive Actions, or Labor Force.

'7.3.1.3 Information About the Phvsical Conditions Within Existine or Proposed

Spaces

The Information types relating to physical conditions identifred in the

program documents were minimal in all seven sub-categories. They included two

Outside Conditions, two Building Conditions, no Building Information

Technology or Layout Conditions, and th¡ee Work Group Conditions. The

information types under the Work Station and Furniture & Equipment categories

were also limited to basic types and amounts. There were no physical conditions

identified that projected beyond the initial occupancy of the space.

7.3.1.4 Information About Individual Work St-vles and Job Functions V/ithin the

Orqanization

Only one information type that related to a present adjacency

requirement between two work stations, was identified under this category.

7.3.2 Summary of the Types of Program Information Identifìed

The types of information identifïed in the various program documents

were very limited in all four main categories. All the information contained in the

program documents focused exclusively on present project conditions. No future
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conditions were found. The information types identified in the Program and the

Corporation's Office Alteration Standards referred primarily to types, amounts,

and sizes of work groups and stations.

7.4 HOW THE PROGRAM DOCUMENTS WERE REFERRED TO

The results of the individual interview responses from the Design Firms, the

Client Organization, and the General Contractor are summarized and graphically

illustrated in Appendix M.

7.4.1 Design Firm Responses

Of the four people interviewed, the Principal-in-Charge and the Interior

Designer from the Architectu¡al Firm were the only ones who acknowledged

referring to the documents. The Furniture Designer and the Architectural Fir¡n's

Technician consistently used "seldom or neve¡" to describe how they had referred

to all the documents, except the Project Schedule. The Project Schedule was

referred to in one of three ways: "indirectly", "ad-hoc", and "systematically to

measure performance".

The Principal-in-Charge and the Interior Designer acknowledged

referring to the documents in either an "ad-hoc" or "systematic" way.

Descriptions ofhow they referred to the documents included:

"...you basically have that (the Program) on your desk the whole time you
are doing planning..."

"...once you have got the plan done then you go back and you check the
areas and so this (the Leasing Plan Analysis) was provided to (the Building
Owner) for their purposes of getting the client."
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"... in my supervisory role, I simply ¡eferred to these documents (the Lease
Argument & Corporate Alteration Standards) to see that we were doing the job
that we were hired to do."

"... I would read that (the Lease Agreement and the Corporation's Office
Accommodation Standards) at least once a week from cover to cover to
memorize it, because you would have to know that information."

7.4.2 ClientOrganizationResponses

The most prevalent ways in which the Corporation's management tended

to refer to the documents v/ere "ad-hoc", "systematically", and "systematically to

measure performance". The staff did not have access to any of the documents

over the course of the project. The Project Coordinator acknowledged referring to

only the Schedule and the Correspondence as she needed to. Examples ofhow

management described referring to the documents included:

"...yeah, saying that those sizes were met. And that there was the right
number for each scenario, understanding that sales manager's offices, for
instance, that there would be five, approximate two hundred square foot,
corner, sales manager offices."

"... I would refer back to our lease agreement, and to our standards and
make sure that they were followed."

7.4.3 GeneralContractorResponses

In this scenario the General Contractor's Construction Manager was

involved in the development of the lease proposal. Hence, they did have reason to

refer to some of the program documents. How they ¡eferred to the Program and

Standards was more "indirect". The Schedule was something they refened to very

"systematically", while the correspondence was ¡efer¡ed to only as they needed to.
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"... in helping them come up with their price in court. We did use it (the
Corporation's Office Alteration Standards) indirectly in that sense. You know,
'is it well worth it?'... 'can we save a bit of money here?'..."

7.5 WAYS IN WHICH THE PROGRAM DOCUMENTS WERE USED

7.5.1 In the Creative Process of Design

The A¡chitectural Firm's Interior Designer responsible for the

development of the design solution felt that the program documents did not help

her in the process of coming up with design alternatives:

"As far as the planning goes... I've got many years of experience in this, so
I can plan quickly, the first time. It's just what you do. It's hard to explain
that one. You have a program and you know the various ways that you can
change say a ¡oom size. It could be ten by ten, but it could be eight by twelve,
and you have the same square footage... that's what you look at."

"Alt it (the Program) did was develop the limitations. From there I would
go, 'Well, what can I do with these limitations, how can I make that work?"'

7,5.2 During Presentations to the Client

The Interior Designer acknowledged using the Program document during

the presentation of the design solution to the Client. She described their reference

to it during this process as being "ad-hoc", to show that the space accommodated

all the work groups and work stations listed in the Program.

"I would always take along this (the Program) in case they said, 'Why did
you do that?' 'We11, because I have to do that, it says right here..."'

"... that was the purpose of my meeting with them, it was strictly to say
that the plan works... and then the leasing anangements and square footage
sizes were for someone else to deal with."
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No other progam documents were identified by either the Design Firms

or Client Organization respondents as being used ab a reference during design

presentations.

7.5.3 In Evaluating Proposed Design Solutions

The A¡chitectural Firm, the Client Organization, and the General

Contractor's respondents used "ad-hoc" and "systematically" to describe how they

tended to refer to the program documents when evaluating the design solutions.

Descriptions of this process included:

"... we had to meet various standards. That is why that document (the
Leasing Plan Analysis), comparing the Program with the actual plan, was
terribly important to review."

"We used it again as a check, and that's why I was saying, I would keep
going back to the Alteration Standards. Because, once you do the plan, then
you go back and say to yourself, 'Now did I get that room right, did I get the
zoning... "'

"I utilized these ones (Program), because when I would see the design
plan, I would say, 'We're supposed to have twenty-nine 'one hundreds', let's
count them, etc., etc. "'

Essentially, the program documents were used as check lists to ensure

space types, amounts and sizes were accommodated.

7.5.4 In Evaluating Changes to the Design Solution

The various levels within the Design Firms and Client Organization

tended to use the same program documents in a similar way to evaluate changes to

the design as they did when they evaluated the design itself.
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"Once you change the plan from 5 foot corridors to 4 foot cor¡idors,
you're basically re-planning. So you went right back to stage one..."

7.5.5 InPost-OccupancyEvaluations

There was no formal post-occupancy evaluations done by any of the

companies involved with the exception of the construction deficiencies and an

informal walk-through by the Branch manager and his project coordinator. The

only reference to any of the program documents was made during the informal

walk-through. They tended to refer to the Program again, both in an "ad-hoc" and

"systematic", way to confirm actual ¡oom sizes and dimensions.

7.5.6 Other Ways of Using the Program Documents

The only other ways that the program documents could be used was

identified by the Design Firm. The Principal-in-Charge and the Interior Designer

both felt the Program could be used as an example to market their services in

similar types of turn-key developments. The format for the Leasing Plan Analysis

was also identified as being useful in similar future office projects.

7.5.7 Summary of the Ways in Which the Program Documents Were Used

Overall, the most coÍrmon ways in which the various program

documents were referred to by all levels within all th¡ee companies were "ad-hoc"

and "systematically". The least most common ways were "indirectly" and

"systematically to measure performance".

The program documents were used and refer¡ed to in the following

\¡/ays:
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l) "Seldom or never" during the creative process of design.

2) In an "ad-hoc" way during presentations of design solutions to the Client

Organization.

3) ln an "ad-hoc" and "systematic" way or "seldom or never" when evaluating

proposed design solutions and changes to the design solution.

4) "Seldom or never", "ad-hoc", and "systematically" during informal post-

occupancy evaluations.

5) In an "ad.hoc" way to market services and in similar future projects.
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CEAPTER 8

CROSS CASE STUDY ANALYSIS

ARCIIITECTURAL PROGRAM INFORMATION

8.1.1 Types ofProgram Information Across Case Study Sites

The architectural programming processes in most of the case studies

consisted of a series of information gathering phases. With the exception of one

case, basic programming activities all overlapped into design stages. As a result, a

variety of different kinds of documents were identified that contained a variety of

types of programming information. These included, but were not necessarily

limited to, a range of corporate standards, minutes of meetings, project

correspondence, lease agreements, feasibility studies, and property appraisals.

Only one case study had a single program document prepared specifically for that

particular project that contained a wide variety of programming information types.

A summary of all the various types of information identified in all five

case studies is listed in Appendix N. The information types and categories that

were and were not emphasized across all five case studies were as follows:

8. l. 1. I Information About the Oreanization

Organizational information was consistently found in all five cases

under four sub-categories of information including Staff, Plans, Goals &

Objectives, and Work Groups. Information about Corporate Culture was

identified in only four of the five case studies.

The most predominant types of Staff information were Types and

Amounts. Gender was identified in three cases. The least most common Staff

types were Names, Location, and Opinions. The Types, Amounts, and Names
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were also predominant under the Work Group category. No Historical or

Projected Rates of Growth for any work group in any of the case studies were

identifred.

Types of information on Organizational Plans that were identified

referred mainly to the implementation of the projects themselves i.e. either

describing the project, the various individuals and groups involved in the project,

or the various tasks that were to be done over the course of the work. Only two of

the five cases included information about Plans that related to the business being

conducted by the Client Organization. Operational Plans were identified in three

cases. These plans were limited in detail, focused exclusively on project

conditions, and tended to ¡elate to only one condition i.e. the need for or the

availability of space.

The information types found under Goals and Objectives also

emphasized project conditions, predominately schedule and budget. In only one

case study was a Client Organization's Business Goals & Objectives found.

Information types identified under Corporate Culture varied among the

case studies, none being predominant throughout all five cases. In only two or

th¡ee of the five cases were types found that refened to information on the Client

Organization's Corporate Structure, Social Culture, Image, and Hierarchy.

Overall, the cultural conditions found in the program documents tended to be more

implicit, implied through organizational charts, previous plans, or lists of the

various spaces/activities to be accommodated within the renovation area. Few

explicit descriptions of cultural conditions or requirements were identified.

Th¡ee of the five Organizational categories identified had information

types that refer¡ed to conditions beyond the initial occupancy of the space. Future

Staff Types and future Operational Plans were found in two of the five case

studies. Future Staff Amounts, Gender, Business Plans and Business and O & M
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Goals & Objectives were identified only once each and were spread out among

four of the five case study projects. Future Corporate Cultural conditions or

requirements v/ere not found in any of the case studies.

8.1.1.2 Information About the Organization's Operating Environment

There was one Operational information category and one information

type that was predominant in most of the case studies. Building Code

Requirements, under the category of Laws & Regulations, was found in four of the

five case studies. All other Operational information types and categories were

found in only one out of five cases. No information on Labor Force conditions

were identified in any of the five case studies.

Ofthe 17 information types found that referred to the Operating

Environments of the Client Organizations, only two types referred to conditions

beyond the initial occupancy of the spaces. One made reference to future hends

in the local office real estate market. The other related to possible future action to

be taken by another company in the same business with regards to the density of

their workstations.

8.1.1.3 Information About the Physical Conditions Within Existing or Proposed

Spaces

Six of seven categories of Physical information were found in all five

case studies. These included Outside Conditions, Building Conditions, Work

Group Conditions, Work Station Conditions, Furniture & Equipment, and Layouts.

Building Information Technology Conditions were found in four of the five cases.

Of the 139 information types listed unde¡ these seven categories, 12

were identified in all five cases. These included: Work Group Sizes; Work
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Station Types, Sizes, Amounts, Floor Finish Qualities, and IT Equipment Types;

Furniture Types, Sizes, Amounts, and Details; and Equipment Types. 1l

information types appeared in four of the five cases, 27 types appeared in th¡ee

cases, and 65 types were found in only one or two of the cases studies. 17 types

were not identified in any of the five case studies. These included information on

exterior conditions such as climate, public transit and site access, as well as

speciflc building and Information Technology conditions like telephone service

and security, and LT. surge noise protection requirements.

The predominant physical information categories were the Work Station

Conditions and Furniture & Equipment categories. Less emphasized categories

included Outside Conditions and Building Information Technology Conditions.

A total of 7 ofthe 139 physical information types listed made reference

to conditions beyond the initial occupancies of the five spaces and were found in

only three ofthe five case studies. These 7 types appeared a total ofone or two

times each within all th¡ee of those case studies combined. The seven types

included information on Work Group Sizes and Flexibility; Work Station Types,

Sizes, Amounts, and LT. Equipment Types; the need fo¡ future furniture

requirements like file storage space; and the potential use of existing Building

HVAC Systems in the futu¡e.

8.1.1.4 Information about Individual Work Stvles and Job Functions Within the

Organization

Two of the four categories under this heading, Task Analysis and

Adjacencies, were found in four of the five case studies. Human Factors were

found in th¡ee cases and information on individual Communication conditions

were identified in only two cases.
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The information types found in the fou¡ case studies under Task

Analysis tended to refer to brief descriptions of what, how and when an activity

was being done. For example, answering phones on 8 hour shifts between 6:00

a.m. and 10:00 p.m. The informatiotr types on work group and work station

adjacencies identified in four and three cases respectively were basically limited

to short, written descriptions of the need to have "one group or work station be

close to another". Information on individual or work group communication found

in two of the cases was also limited in scope, essentially consisting of lists of

equipment types (telephones, faxes, modems, etc.) and their room locations.

Information types identified on individual Human Factors were the least prevalent.

In only one or two cases were conditions or requirements found on temperature,

acoustics, privacy, meeting, ambiance, natural lighting, and views/sight-line for

individual users of the space. No information was identified in any of the case

studies on individual characteristics of the people working in the spaces or

requirements for individual conditions such as screening, stress, perceptions,

productivity, or interaction.

Only 2 out of 33 listed conditions i.e., what was done and when, made

any reference to future work styles orjob functions within a Client Organization

and both were identified in only one of the five case studies.

8,1,2 Summary of the Types of Program Information Identified Across

Case Study Sites

In most cases, the programming information was found dispersed within

several different types of documents. In only one case was there an inclusive

architectural program document, compiled specifically for the project and prior to

any design activity, that contained a variety of programming information types.
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The predominant categories of program information found in all five

case studies were clearly Organizational and Physical. The least emphasized

categories of program information were Operational and Individual Work Styles &

Job Functions. In each case, very little program information referred to any

condition beyond the initial occupancy of the spaces being constructed.

The predominant Organizational information focused on project

conditions as well as fypes and amounts of work groups and staff. Information on

client organizations' business and operating environments were not common or

very detailed. The same was true for information types found on individual work

styles and job functions within the five Client Organizations. The most common

physical information tended to focus on work station and furniture conditions.

Outside, Building, and Building Information Technology conditions were much

less emphasized overall.

8.2 HOW THE PROGRAM DOCUMENTS WERE REFERRED TO

The results of the individual interview responses from the Design Firm,

Client Organization, and the General Contractor are summarized and graphically

illustrated in Appendix N.

8.2.L Design Firm Responses Across Case Study Sites

Design Firm management acknowledged referring to the program

documents in any of four ways. The most predominant ways included: "ad-hoc"

(39%), "indirectly" (23%), "systematically" (20%), and "seldom or never" (16%).

The most uncoÍrmon ì¡/ay management had made reference to the documents was

clearly "systematically to measure performance" (2%). ln the cases where the
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progr¿rrtr documents were referred to in a "systematic" way by Design Firm

management, the Principals-in-Charge acknowledged referring less to documents

that contained specific information on space conditions and more on documents

that quantified the amount of work they were commissioned to do and the time

their design teams had to do it in.

Implementation people, consisting mainly of lnterior Designers and

Project Architects, tended to refer to the documents in much the same way as their

management, mostly "ad-hoc" (58%). The less prominent ways were also similar

to their management including "indirectly" (20%), "seldom or never" (13%), and

"systematically" (8%). "Systematically to measure performance" was never

identified by any of the implementation people in any of the case studies. In the

turn-key developments, the systematic v/ay of referring to the documents was

slightly more prominent. This was likely a result of the predominately

quantitative nature of the programming information that was available in these

projects (i.e., types and amounts of spaces and furniture) which was ultimately the

focus of any evaluation process of the project.

Overall, the most predominate way in which production people tended

to refer to the program documents was clearly "seldom or never" (68%).

However, in two cases the production people were more involved with reviewing

the changes that were being made as the design stage overlapped into the

production stage. These two cases generally accounted for the remaining 32%o of

the responses which included "ad-hoc" (16%), "systematic" (8%), "indirect" (4%),

and "systematically to measure performance" (4%).

The least most common way all three groups found they referred to the

program documents \¡/as "systematically to measure performance" (2%, 0%o, and

4% respectively).
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8.2,2 Client Organization Responses Across Case Study Sites

On a whole, Client Organization management tended to refer to the

program documents in predominately one of two ways: either "seldom or never"

( Lo/o), or in an "ad-hoc" way (39þ. "Indirectly" (11%), "system atically" (6þ,
and "systematically to measure performance" (3Yo) were obviously less prominent

ways management made reference to the documents. Comparing the individual

case study responses did not reveal any signiflrcant use patterns among the Client

Organization management.

Very similar to management, the Client Organization's implementation

people also identifìed "seldom or never" (33Yo) and "ad-hoc" (38%) as the most

coÍrmon ways of referring to the program documents. "Systematically to measure

performance" and "systematically" were the least common (4%o and 7%o

respectively) while "indirectly" was slightly more prevalent at l8%o. There were

no other discernible patterns identified between the individual groups of

implementation people from each case study.

Clearly, in the majority of the case studies, staff had minimal

involvement in the development process. This was reflected in the singularly most

common response to how they referred to the program documents - "seldom or

never" (92%o). Most had not seen the program material. Few had direct input into

the programming or feedback on the design of their spaces. In one case, the staff

essentially did not even exist.

Ofthe two O & M people that participated in the study, "seldom or

never" was clearly the most predominant way in which they referred to the

program documents. "Ad-hoc" and "indirectly" was the only other way in which

one of the respondents acknowledged referring to several of the program

documents prepared for their particular renovation project. In this case however,
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the respondent's duties were much more comprehensive and included operating

and managing the entire Owner-occupied facility.

8.2.3 General Contractor Responses Across Case Study Sites

In at least four of the fïve case studies, the General Contractor was more

involved with the initial development of the spaces than what would normally

occur in tendered situations. They provided their construction expertise on behalf

of the Client Organizations in efforts to identifu construction and budget

requirements. During this process, they did have occasion to refer to several types

of program documents including: corporate standards, furniture and equipment

lists and layouts, project schedules, and project correspondence.

On a whole however, the implementation people from the various

General Contractors tended to "seldom or never" refer to most of the program

documents (61%). Ofthe ones they did, no patterns ofhow they referenced them

in each case was evident. How they referred to them included: "indirectly"

(l2o/o), "ad-hoc" (12%), "systematically" (12%), and least of all "systematically to

measure performance" (3%).

8,2.4 ComparisonAnalysis

It would appear that both the Design Firm and the Client Organization's

management and implementation people tended to refer to the program documents

in similar ways, with some variations in the proportions of identical response

categories. "Ad-hoc" was consistently a predominate way, accounting for

between 33%o and,58% of the collective responses in each group. "seldom or

never" was more prominent with Client management and implementation people

(41%o and 33%o) verses Design Firm management and implementation people (16%
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all.d l3o/o). "Indirectly" and "systematically" also appeared to be consistent ways

these four groups and the Implementation people from the General Contractors

tended to refer to the program documents. ln each of these groups, these two

ways accounte d for I l%o to 23%o and 8% to 2OTo of the responses.

The patterns of use established by the Design Firm production people

and the General Contractor implementation people were ext¡emely similar.

"Seldom or never" was clearly the most common category of response in both

groups, 680/o and 62%o respectively. All four of the remaining categories combined

together to account for the 32%o anð,38%o of the remaining responses.

Client Organization Staff and Operations & Maintenance people tended

to refer to program documents very similarly. Only three ways of referring to the

documents were identified by the key people interviewed in these two groups. By

far the most predominate way was "seldom or never" (92%o and 65% respectively).

"Ad-hoc" and "indirectly" were the only other two ways identified.

Overall, the most prominent ways of referring to program documents by

all the groups was clearly "seldom or never" and "ad-hoc". The most uncommon

way of referring to the documents by all groups was "systematically to measure

performance".

8.3 WAYS IN WIIICH THE PROGRAM DOCUMENTS WERE USED

8.3.1 In the Creative Process of Design Across Case Study Sites

Of all the Design Firm management interviewed, 67To felt they "seldom

or never" referred to the program documents during the creative process of design.

Of all the implementation people interviewed from the Design Firms, 57%o used

"ad-hoc" to describe how they ¡eferred to them during this process. In all cases,
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the implementation people included those individuals who were primarily

responsible for developing the design. [n two cases the designers indicated that

the program documents identified the conditions or requirements that they could

choose to develop as design elements or themes. In one case, a project architect

described how the progfam gave him control over his team members and directed

which way the project should go. However, the designer in that case, felt the

programs did not play a role in her creative process. The designers in the other

th¡ee cases also made it clear that the documents, after setfing out the guidelines

for the conditions to include in the final solution, did not help them with the

creative aspect of coming up with solutions.

In the two turn-key cases, the degree of design complexity was

considered very limited by the people responsible for developing the designs. In

both cases the designers referred to the design development as basically "planning

exercises". This may explain their responses in which both the Design Firm

management and implementation people unanimously chose "seldom or never" to

describe how they referred to the program documents during the creative process

of design. "Ad-hoc" and "seldom or never" were the only other ways that were

identified to describe how the program documents were referred to during this

process.

It would appear then, that in two cases, the program documents did play

a role in helping initiate the creative process and were referred to during that time

in an exclusively "ad-hoc" fashion. However, in the remaining cases, the

designers clearly indicated that the program documents did not play a part in the

actual creative process and as a result were "seldom or never" referred to during

this process. Clearly, no systematic reference was made to any programming

material during the creative process of design by any of the designers interviewed.
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8.3.2 During Presentations to the Client Across Case Study Sites

The two most common ways in which the program documents were

referred to during presentations of the design solutions by the Design Firms to the

Client Organizations were "indirectly" and "ad-hoc". 50% of the Design Firm

management interviewed acknowledged referring to the programs "indirectly"

during presentations to the client, while the same percentage of implementation

people tended to refer to the programs in more of an "ad-hoc" manner. 25Yo of

both groups identified referring to the documents "systematically" during this

activity as well. The only other way noted was "seldom or never" by 13% of the

implementation people interviewed. In no cases was "systematically to measrue

performance" identified as a way to refer to the program documents during a

presentation to a client.

Why the fwo groups tended to refer to the documents differentty is

likely due to the implementation people, mainly designers, having more intimate

knowledge of the program information than their management. Thus they would

have been more readily able to refer to the information directly when questions

arose over the course of a presentation.

In cases where more systematic ¡eferences were utilized, the program

documents that were referred to consisted of previous plans and lists of spaces and

areas. These documents were used during the presentations to compare the design

proposals with previous spaces and ensure all the rooms and sizes were coffect.

In the one case where a feasibility study was conducted prior to the renovation

project, the Design Firm reviewed the study first, prior to presenting the final

solution. They acknowledged however, that after that point in the presentation,

they did not refer back to the study but focused on the drawings to illustrate the

proposed design solutions.
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Clearly the program documents did not play an integral role in the

presentation of the design proposals in any of the case studies. At best, they were

check-lists for ensuring areas and rooms or activities had been accommodated in

the design and were referenced, either by memory or directly, only if questions

required them to be.

8.3.3 In Evaluating Design Solutions Across Case Study Sites

The way in which most key people referred to the program documents

while evaluating the design solutions was predominately "ad-hoc". This was true

for about 67%o to 7 0o/o of the management and implementation people from both

the Design Firms and the Client Organizations overall. The main exception was

the Client Organizations' staff who, of the ones who had input, did not refer to the

progfam documents to help them evaluate the designs.

The General Contractor also acknowledged reviewing design proposals

in three of the case studies. Overall, the Conhactors tended not to refer to the

prog¡am documents during their evaluation process. However, in one of the turn-

key projects, the Construction Manager did use them on an "as-needed" basis

when developing their cost estimate for conskucting the space.

From the descriptions of the various design review processes given by

the key people involved in the projects from all three types of companies, it would

appear the program documents tended to be used largely as check-lists, both

formally and informally, during these evaluations. Similar to how the Design

Firms tended to refer to the programs during presentations to the Client

Organizations, most respondents described referring to them only if they needed

to, to ensure the design accommodated all the spaces, sizes, furniture, equipment,

and/or specifïc physical conditions listed in them.
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This was also true in the turn-key project were the majority of the

respondents identified "systematic" to describe how they referred to the program

documents while evaluating the design proposals. In both the Design Firm and

Client Organization's descriptions, it v/as clear that the extent of their evaluations

was to ensure the spaces and areas desigrred were equal to those originally listed

in the program document(s).

8.3.4 In Evaluating Changes to the Design Solutions Across Case Study

Sites

In only two of the cases did Design Firm management people

acknowledge evaluating changes to the design solutions. Of the three respondents

who did, one felt that he "seldom or never" referred to the program documents

during that process. One indicated that they were referred to more "indirectly",

and the third acknowledged using them only if it was necessary, in an "ad-hoc"

manner.

Approximately half of the remaining groups, including Design Firm

Implementation and Production people, Client Organization Management,

lmplementation people and Staff, as well as the Contractor's Implementation

people, acknowledged using the programs at some point when they were

evaluating changes to the design. When they did, they tended to do so

predominately in an "ad-hoc" manner. The other half of the respondents in these

groups however, indicated that they did not refer to the programs while evaluating

changes to the design.

The only systematic reference made while reviewing changes to design

solutions was identified by Client management in 9% of the their responses. This

can be accounted for by the nature of their assessments as described by most
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Client management when evaluating changes to desigrr solutions. The only

purpose for referring to program documents when evaluating changes to the design

solutions was to ensure types, amounts and sizes ofspaces remained correct.

Therefore, like in the initial evaluations of the design solutions, the

program documents again played at best "bit-parts" in any evaluation of changes

to the design in all the case studies. Possible explanations for the large percentage

ofrespondents who did not use the program documents to evaluate design changes

could be that over the cou¡se of developing the spaces, the user requirements

changed, making the original progrrim requirements invalid. In a case where there

was not a lot of change, the key people involved in the project could have become

so familiar with the program requirements that they had less reason to ¡efer back

to tlem unless it was absolutely necessary.

8.3.5 In Post-Occupancy Evaluations Across Case Study Sites

The majority ofrespondents in all the groups indicated that they did not

conduct any formal post-occupancy evaluation of the finished spaces. In two

cases, where both the Design Firm and the Client Organization did informal

evaluations, the respondents did not acknowledge using any of the program

documents when evaluating the final built spaces. The same \ryas true for most of

the management and implementation people and staff in all five case studies with

a few exceptions.

One Client Organization's Senior Project Manager felt that he did refe¡

to some of the program documents, primarily the correspondence, when

conducting his walk+h¡ough of the space. During this process the correspondence

became his checklist to ensure all the changes that had occur¡ed over the course of

the project had been car¡ied out as ordered. Similarly, the management of another
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Client Organization used the documents in their walk-through to ensure that all

the spaces were there and that thei¡ sizes were right. In another instance, a Client

Organization's Senior Facility Manager indicated that the Functional Program was

to be appended to ¿ formal post-occupancy evaluâtion survey and distributed to

the users of the space to confirm that they "got what they asked for". In these

tluee cases, the respondents felt that the best way to describe how they referred to

the documents during their evaluations v¡as "systematically".

The only other r¡iay in which a key project person referred to a program

document during an informal post-occupancy evaluation was in an "ad-hoc" way.

Again, only if they needed to.

Overall, the program documents tended to play a minimal role in any

kind of evaluation done on the spaces after they r¡r'ere constructed and occupied.

At most, some of the more ad-hoc programming material, such as correspondence,

acted as a deficiency check-list for specific physical conditions. In no cases were

the documents referred to in an effort to evaluate performance (except to check

square footage). This may have been a result of the limited types of information

contained in most of the program documents as well as the lack of formal POE

assessments conducted by the Client Organizations and the Design Firms.

8.3.6 Other Ways of Using the Program Documents Identifìed Across Case

Study Sites

There were a variety of other ways of using the program documents that

were identified by the key project people interviewed in the case studies. Three

Design Firms acknowledged that they would use the formal program documents

(as opposed to correspondence or schedules) to market their firms services if the

potential work required a similar application. Individuals from four of the five
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desigrr firms and th¡ee Client Organizations felt the programs would also be used

as reference documents in similar future projects. One Architect, one Interior

Designer, and a senior Facility Manager also identified using some of the program

documents, predominately the correspondence, to assist them in reviewing the

project throughout the various stages.

Some of the more unique ways identified by Design Firms included

assisting management in monitoring the scope of services for the project to ensu¡e

the costs for implementing changes to the design were appropriately reflected in

their final fees. Using them as a training tool for their young designers was

another way in which one firm acknowledged the program documents were used

in their office.

Only one other way of using a program document was identified by a

Client Organization. A Maintenance Supervisor acknowledged using the list of

square footage prepared for the project to assist him with managing staff

relocation on a day-to-day basis.

8.3.7 Summary of Ways the Program Documents Were Used Across Case

Study Sites

The program documents were identified as playing a role in initiating

the creative process ofdesign. However, according to the majority of the

designers of the spaces, the documents did not play a role in the actual creative

process of coming up with design alternatives.

In presentations to the clients, the documents tended to be referred to

only if the need arose, either by memory or directly. The same ad-hoc way of

referring to specific kinds of program information appears to be true both in

evaluating design alternatives and evaluating changes to design solutions. In most
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cases, quantitative programming information was at best, a check-list for both

Design Firms and Client Organizations to ensure that speciflc types, amounts, and

sizes of activities were in fact accommodated by a design alternative or by

changes made to a design solution.

The program documents were even less involved in any kind ofpost-

occupancy evaluations of the five spaces. This was due largely to the absence of

any formal POE's being conducted, ln only one case was a program document

identified as being used as an appendage to a formal post-occupancy evaluation.

Other ways of using progfam documents included: as reference

documents for future projects; as an aid in reviewing the project; in monitoring the

scope of services provided by the Design Firm; as a training tool for young

designers; and as a tool to assist the Client Organization with managing staff

relocation.
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CIIAPTER 9

CONCLUSIONS

9.1 ARCHITECTURAL PROGRAM INFORMATION

In most cases, the programming information was found dispersed within

several different types of documents. In only one case was there an inclusive

architectural progr¿¡m document, compiled specifically for the project and prior to

any design activity, that contained a variety of programming information types.

The most emphasized type of information found across all five case

studies were clearly Physical and Organizational. Information on a Client

Organization's business and operating environments was not common or very

inclusive. Information on individual work styles and job functions within the

Client Organizations was also much less emphasized overall.

The nature of these businesses, the nature of the work being conducted

in these spaces, the nature of the individual workers occupying these spaces, as

well as the nature of how that work and worker may change over time (i.e., future

conditions) were largely, if not entirely, ignored in the programming of these

interior office spaces.

As a result, the information not included in the program documents,

could only have been considered through other means of discourse, including

verbal communications, personal observations, and previous experiences.

Therefore, the final design solutions \¡r'ere more likely open to subjective

interpretation in lieu of grounded, objective analysis.

9.2 HOW THE PROGRAM DOCUMENTS \ryERE USED

Generally speaking, the role ofthe program documents tended to be

fairly limited throughout the development of the five spaces. They were identified
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as playing a role in the creative process of design, however, only in initiating the

process, not in the actual creative process of coming up with design alternatives.

In presentations to the clients, the documents tended to be ¡eferred to only if the

need arose. This was similar when any of the study groups evaluated design

alternatives and/or changes to design solutions. The use of program documents

vr'as even less prevalent in any post-occupancy evaluations done on the spaces.

Other ways key people identified using various programming material

included: as reference documents for similar future projects; as an aid in

reviewing the project; in monitoring the scope of services provided by the Design

Firm; as a training tool for young designers; and as a tool to assist Client

Organizations with managing staff relocation.

Design Firm and Client Organization Management and Implementation

people tended to refer to program documents in similar ways. The most consistent

way these respondents acknowledged referring to the program documents was in

an "ad-hoc" manner (38o/oto 587o). The Design Firm production people and

General Contractor implementation people also tended to refer to the documents

in very similar ways, "seldom or never" being the most predominant way for both

groups (68% to 62%o respectively). Typically, Client Organization staffrarely

used any programming material at all (92yo). Interestingly, a significant portion of

General Contractors (38%) did acknowledge using some programming material.

Under more traditional development circumstances, this would not be expected.

However, in most of the case studies, the General Contractors were involved very

early in the development process, thus the likelihood and need for them to make

reference to program information was increased.

The most significant pattern to appear out of the interview data was that

the program documents were much less likely to have been referred to in any

systematic way by any of the gtoups using the information. The two most
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common responses across all the groups in all five cases was clearly "ad-hoc" and

"seldom or never".

These findings support a conclusion similar to the one drawn in the

previous section. If the documents were more likely referred to indirectly or in an

ad-hoc manner (if at all), then it was more likely that the program information was

open to personal, subjective interpretations (predominately the qualitative as

opposed to the quantitative design issues).

9.3 FURTHER GENERALIZATIONS

These five cases represent a significant sample (38%) of atl the interior

office alteration projects over 5250,000.00 that were registered with the City of
Winnipeg between May of 1992 and 1994. Therefore, the programming

conditions identified and the conclusions drawn can be extended, with sufficient

reliability, to represent all the office renovation projects that were completed

within this sample pool. Based on the total number of work stations affected in

the hve case studies (approximately 610), these conditions would apply to the

programming of the working environments of over 1,600 people in Winnipeg

during this period of time.

9.4 LIMITATIONS OF THE RESEARCH

Caution must be exercised when applying findings of this research.

Each co¡porate organization had special needs and different approaches to

developing and managing their office space. Each design consultant had a

different approach to programming. Results found in one case based on one set of

conditions may not be replicated elsewhere. The context in which the program
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information was developed and applied in was also essential in identifuing and

describing how that information was put to use.

One condition worth noting was that the documents identified in these

case studies did not necessarily represent the best examples of cur¡ent

programming practices. Nor did the analysis of the material assess the accuracy,

amount, or quality of the program information found in the documents. However,

because the intent of the study was to describe what was actually being done in

practice as opposed to what could be done, these limitations do not reduce the

quality of the research or the value of the final conclusions drawn in any way.

Another limitation of the research was verifuing the inclusiveness of the

data collected. There was no v/ay to confirm how comprehensive the available

archival documents were and in particular, in identifuing all the various ways in

which the information were in fact used. As well, the information obtained

through the interviews was limited to the spoken content and r¡/as subject to bias

introduced by the human interaction in the interview process. Although these

conditions may limit the study's comprehensives, it does not diminish the insights

gained from the data that was collected. The pre-testing, pilot study, and the

external review by the independent judges have minimized bias, improved the

reliability of the data obtained, and contained the extent of the conclusions drawn

from the data.

Ideally, the research would have followed the implementation of each

project from its inception through it's requirement, pre-design, design,

construction, and occupancy stages. This alternative was not considered a viable

alternative due to the time constraints and limited resources available to the study.
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9.5 IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTEER RESEARCH

This study only begins to explore the nature of programming

information and how it is actually being applied in practice. More work is needed

to provide a clearer understanding of why these conditions prevail in practice and

subsequently what can be done to improve the process of programming office

space to effectively address these conditions.

The most overwhelming finding in the study suggests that systematic

application of programming material is limited. Further investigation of the

design process could yield a more in-depth understanding of the conditions

necessary to facilitate more objective use of the material when creating design

alternatives or evaluating design solutions. Conversely, understanding the

emerging trends within office space development better could lead to more diverse

yet dynamic progfams that would allow designers, clients, and even contractors to

refer to the information more effectively and systematically throughout the

complete building cycle.

9.6 EXPANDING PROGRAM INFORMATION TYPES: ISSUES TO

BE ADDRESSED

In light of this study's results, it appears that specific types of program

information are not being identified or addressed in the development ofa lot of

interior office space. Results from the five cases found that information on a

client organization's business and operating environments as well their staff s

work styles andjob functions were not being documented or assessed in the

programming of their space.

Several issues have to be addressed before this void in programming

ofltce space can be reduced:
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- Institutionalized programming methods and procedures have to change;

- Clients and design practitioners have to be made more aware of and trained on
innovative pro gramming methods and techniques;

- An understanding of the relationship between organizational and individual
performance (hence performance data) and the environment is required by both
client organizations and their designers;

- A common language is required to ensure a proper understanding of the
programming process (e.g. participatory performance programming can mean
different things to different people);

- Establishing a client's philosophy has to become more ofa priority in orde¡ to
develop programs, and ultimately space, that supports that philosophy;

- The value of program information has to be recognized by the client;

- Programming methods and techniques have to address real world situations
such as time, cost and change.

9,7 IMPROVING THE USE OF PROGRAM INFORMATION

The lack of systematic application of programming information, as

established in the study, leads us to believe that in order to make better use of this

program information, it likely has to be referenced more systematically. That is

not to say that design cannot be spontaneous and creative. It does mean however,

that in order for good design to be identified and assessed, the rationale and

implications of the design must be understood by the people who are using and

ultimately paying for the space.

To do so, designers will have to modiff their current hain of thought.

The traditional, illusive decision-making process, prevalent in many creative

design processes, has to be replaced with one that is more accessible and
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measurable by other people and other professions. To do so, a framework is

required for fitting in this new hain of though into.

Challenging the traditional linear programming model may also improve

the use of program information. In this scenario, a progr¿rÍlmer prepares a

progam who, in turn, hands it to a designer who designs the space who hands it to

the client who manages the space who passes it on to the users who use the space,

etc. This kind ofproduction approach is falling apart in manufacturing processes

everywhere as evidenced in the automotive industry in recent years. By bringing

disciplines, knowledge and skills together from across the entire production line

and integrating them into teams, North American automotive makers have

drastically reduced their product development cycles and are now producing cars

tlat are well built, less expensive, and that customers love to buy.

A¡ alternative in architecture therefore, might be to utilize an integrated,

cross-functional product team approach where the programmer, designer and

client group work together, from day one, throughout the entire development

process and building lifecycle. The "turn-key" development approach identified

in a number of the case studies supports the idea of a more integrated project

team.

One last notion for improving the use of program information is to

approach programming more from the client side as opposed to the design side.

Structuring a process for a client in which_they carL require the designer to

produce and demonstrate how a design addresses issues critical to their

organization is more likely to realize effective results than having the design

industry take the lead in determining what is best for their clients. This is

evidenced by the work currently being done by Becker & Sims & Associates in

New York, Their role, as the Client's representative, is to identify and define the
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criteria for design and then ensure that the product being produced satisfies those

requirements.

As with any service industry, designers are susceptible to their own bias,

experience and interests. It's not too different from asking a cook what you

should have for breakfast. In most cases he'll offer what he knows how to cook as

opposed to what you like or what is the most nuhitional for you. The onus is on

you to know what you u/ant to eat, where to get it, and what you want out of it

now and later on in life.

9.8 CONCLUSION

The content and use of the program document in the development of

commercial office space in Winnipeg appears to be limited and subject to personal

interpretation. That does not mean that the quality of the programming or the

final design solutions are inferior. It means that the information compiled to

define what is required of an office space, plays less of a role in the actual

development of the final product than one might expect. The result is clearly a

higher incidence of subjective decision-making and final design solutions that may

be more prone to failure.

These findings underline the need for a further understanding of the

relationship befween a¡chitectural programming, the design process and the

prevailing conditions designers, clients, and contractors face when producing

office environments. They also imply the need for designers to challenge

t¡aditional thinking, programming models and service delivery practices in order

to improve the application of information in the development process and

ultimately improve their design products.
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Appendix A: Case Study FIoor Plan
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Appendix A: Case Study Floor Plan
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Appendix A: Case Study Floor Plan
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Program I)ocument Samples

1. Functional Space Program
2. Room Data Sheets
3. Basic Requi rements/Criteria
4. Functional Program Requirements
5. Building Program Requirements
6. Corporate Design Directives
7. Corporate Space Standards
8. Organizational Charts
9. Lease Agreement & Corporate Alteration Standards
10. Program
11. Client/Design Firm Correspondence
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^¡y 
¡¡r.ñp! ¡o Er]e iù¡r

!Þò would È¡u¡t iô ¡ ßd@io. ia epúi¡y ot úc joir¡¡.

Onê ¡qu¡Enø¡ of ¡l r pejæl i¡ for inEe.@r.d ¡i¡¡r bdwø ¡cvÊr! . ù¡¡ . S¡!è
ü'c .¡mb. 

'n¡¡l 
oc eh lor ú¡! ùùù¡t¡¡¡.r tow r¡c .¡.v¡bÃ, @lp¡q rh. pcasrÉd tøjd

Ío. ¡ ¡r¡¡r, r ¡JI.¡DG tdjûr h¡ ùq ¡¡t6d6cd xd d¡ru6t - O.in3 icrpor", fr,tl€üm ¡r or ¡¡c suLh ¡idc of ù. n@r pt¡c bcrwd Srid tins .^. ùd iù' ¡t;rid tirc ..¡,.

II

trßó¡q C.e - fuÉroln sFa ¡rqtu¡
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X
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Þ
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,_¡ ¡\rËc¡IÂNrc¡t L sYs.¡.E¡ fs

9..r- r DÊscRrmoN oF E)osT¡Nc sys-TÊ¡lts

9,.t.1.1 
^ir 

Con¡liiio¡i¡5 StrEmr

- I lr'c !..inccr ¡É of rl¡c ¡@r ¡G @cd by ¡¡c blildi¡¡ bdú¡¡ø ùr¡.
¡y¡t d. Thi¡ tyrcr ir bodr ¡dir& ed @l¡n8, wiù !¡gh¡ ¡.r ô¡.t m
ùdil8 srl 

'@r¡ 
oF6.io¡ ol rl¡c bùitd¡r¡! ø6¡! c¡!¡tq 3y¡cm on

@litrs.

.2 lh. inBio. ¿¡ê oa ¡t¡c tlæ. æ sd òy ¡tr€ bundin8 indior t@
øhr :¡. ¡rscm. Ì r ryrkn ir c@ør votutu @nfor @l¡¡s *irh
ùot *¡q ÉtdL Th. ttrch or.aq otr Èhcdcta¡ bù¡ ro tu¡¡ ¡ùc
ov¿Êrl 4sp¡*y ôa ¡Àc bui¡d¡nr *tu¡ 

'.sr¡ 
op.nrin8 ør¡ÞjÀ6 on

rhc ¿v¡l¿¡ iry of sEtBic¡t @tmÊ.

9..1.1.2 lldi¡ß Sr¡cû

, I Thc p.riñ¿r.¡ ¡¡q of lh. húùd¡¡C e eñ.d frch rhê build¡¡t ¡.¡juct¡@
uñj(!trEó.

, ¡ ÎE ¡upptt ù ¡¡uñork dirûihurim rt¡cñt h¡vê ¡ nuh6c. of ùor M@
ft¡or @iL æô ømptck wi¡l¡ d6t r¡vè &d jp¡e rh.@¡ot- Thc
hq *¿E @il¡ æ Krd aÞo rhc b* bui¡¿¡irs ry¡rd dri¡s nom¡¡
@p¡cy t¡o@_

9.¡,t,3 PluobiñE SÞEo¡

, I Th! .¡irriû8 p¡urbir8 5y¡cn'¡ æ triwi¡y ¡lÉ be buit¡tio8 wh@,D!
*hicù æ prcâdy @nfúqt wid¡¡r ¡hc ùuildirs øG.

9..¡.1.¡ Uùoid¡ñddon

.l Î'c buildin! cÊûú¡l ruppl, ¿i. ry.h ¡! huñ¡Lt¡tìct, l¡E individu¡t
¡ì6ß æ no¡ .quippq¡ wi(À h!ßidifio.

9.I E¡¡CÍRÍCÁL SYSTE¡\IS

9.J.1 DESC&gnON OF EXISIING SYSTEIrS

9,J,¡.1 Ußhdn8

.l ÎE d¡ni¡B tiSh¡i¡8 on rhc ú ft@. hør¡oaar rl¡c
rÐ.t¡¡! tuoiú¡e. wnbù it ¡ ¡E3!.d ll!ó¡.*ar ¡!õiuirq

¿ppß¡idkrt tE. ¡ 16' wi¡¡ rwo FIO l¡!,p¡ ¡¡d ¡ n-ro.d prit@i;
¡4rtic t.n¡.

,2 It'c vo¡osc of ó. sijri¡¡ rÌuolt¡.d ùsb¡t¡! i! l¡? rc¡l¡.

.l SwiEl¡i¡s ¡r ÞÉviúql vi¡ tow vot¡¡!. Èt¡yr ¡Þr.d t¡ ú! æiIr¡ ,p¡eùd toq votosê ¡wicla Thê mjo.i¡y ot ¡hc th ûd L uã¡¡ ¡ndùy of ùc ¡tei¡t¡t *2I¡ 4 bcirs d@ot¡th.d. Í.@, ¿ll ¡wia¡l¡8
¡t pEvidêd f@,ú ¡ @û¡ ¡€doL

.¡ Emr!øcy tiShüdg ¡¡ úc lr¡iNc¡tr, Gløro. tobbydd ¡ tr oj¡u¡doqr
¡¡ úc ttù¡ E ¡o ¡tow tor úc .¡8. it fid frþ; buitdils., Gúqrø"y
t úd rr3r¿m. ltu .ûs¡écy tÞw È¡d h t@r.d or úê !.t Oooi-

.J E¡¡t ¡¡shúr8 i! pmv¡¡j.d M ¡Àc Í@r ¡o ind¡q¡! oca of .gÈ.

LJ.¡.2 lowd úd Dir¡ibùddû

. I Th. 3{?/ó00 von [gh¡¡!g p¡¡ÈI. 
^. 

o¡ lùc tù û@. k toet.d !¡ ú.
.'CoÈ Elqiot ¡i@ñ ¿rd ir f.d ûnE ú¡c hu ducr riø vi¡ ¡ì

t¡v.¡ bu¡ .r!d p{.1.

.2 Tù. | 2ù208 vot¡ tep¡¡.t€ p¡dt e fcd trcú ¡ ¡20¡¡08 btr CDp ùd
d.y ItTc barto.e t@c.t ø tÀc ¡! ûr. î¡lt CDp f..dt p&cl Fad C. .r¡ snh . lq) mp, l-polc öÞ!s.

.! Pows ir ¡r¡rkibu¡.d fom ù,c t20¡¡OB vo¡t rÉ.?Þ.tè pr¡¿t, ¡o irdivtdu¡¡
ra¡¡r¿.¡q ed ¡Dll .qüipsdr by nøß of & ùût; flq du.¡"

.¡ lhc i¡ ¡o d¡dcræ ot uy .te¡ri.¡l d¡¡ùibur¡ø .qùipñar dcdiàt d fo.
.ôopur. pow (ic UpS. poû(¡ @odi¡io¡i¡s. í¡¡cl¡tioß).

.5 
^ 

spúE.úd d¡tunær ryr. ¡li,¡¡ibudon ¡r dc ui¡ cæ.tdi6t mm
Ir r4hs to¡d¡ ú¡r æ Dor ¡peitic b rtE ú nr, bu. r,rl Eñ ¡trpte,

¡lE.er c<!h - fldù¡t sPd Pñlu
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Pñ8dNic rorc.t6 æ ¡ô¡¡@ roliN i¡hd.d l,o ldnul:lÈ phÞiøt dsiSo þturio.¡. lt.Íollowiñs pÞsñmDdc @c¡o6 wi[ &¡ s ¡ sùi.tc ¡n ¡tdiln d;;otrr. '

l0.l Thc @oc¡Ð¡ of 't@pùÞcy, w diEßt d s to&rù dúi¡ß ¡¡c ¡lci¡¡p¡¡xa for úc ù ù¡t x nøÉ T[it dq ¡¡ìotvs ;l@r d:i
tu tuN sùl¡ rù¿ C.nw æ vúqxy ¡€úibL b ¡t¡ t¡¡I' b o';d ;466¡. ta4*oft &d pMM bbaioô. Ta8Þ!þcy i¡ þ b. ¡Þjq rÞetuÈ¡ic.¡¡c.?¡ iû ú¡¿ dq¡g! of rùc ¡r'Ftø.-'

l0-2 Me¡¿coo¡ $lf ¡¡¡ourd ù. inbrE...r t¡ tuc!
"¡cèg¡bitiry. fo¡ ¡¡¡ tr¡í,

10.3 -lrcúùon' !þul¡t ù. póror.d ¡¡ dcry orpotuiry,

10,¡ Thc ¡fÞBi¡8 CdrG our ùc .sw. loÀ.¡t @B qE!¡r ro ùc
op.n¡io¡. ¡løi@i¡8 of ú. ù nùrÊrcqþrtoôby froñ bor! úc ;¡¡d l¡ !ú¡d íår,6¡ rit¡ ¡¡s b. ¡!qui¡È¡.

rT.O COST PROJECTIONS

,{t *¡d¡ uy bù¡¡diña pojer ù¡È fæloñ inp4r p¡ojd bù,8.t. wiû l@ ot ûæ fæ6ß
liT1ll 9" 9'd: 'Q@û¡r. of vo¡r b b. @mp¡cr.d ùd rh. ø¡np¡à¡¡y of ¡ror wk ¡;q. Þc¡o.. rìc tcv.t or .Qu¡lirr. dqi,ld tt úorÀq. &d r¡. .cor. rorcdi; ùE coñprcGd

Thc PtEa¡¡8 C6ù! r ¡Þit¡ùtc tpoa ùd tuncuon¡t ¡.qqrcM¡¡ ú ¿ Éull or rÀtr rudv h¡v¿
'ü-l..,t*¡,y -rp.*"r Tho ú ¡oo. h¡t ¡ppo¡iMkly t,t.l2j 

'q.n. 
ofÐ¡e;¡¡icöw E¡üG rq¡cvctopmol" (ttrctùds d¡ê ctcø! tdJby Ðd d¡ @ûidoci

Fo'.E ¡!¡@u¡ diaqjoN wi¡ù ct¡or 8reup il hù ù@ dck$¡ú.d úÞ¡ l¡c tcv.t ôf
-vq¡r- 

..qurd b mæ¡ ¡tE porær oöjæ.ivq i3 6 h. ndù !o ¡. -*¡n¿* of r¡. C.n",
:_..f1:" *". ... ('.. 

.e¡otõ ¡vcn¡c. ro .h¡sù. qu¡i.y). Êùmúh¡fsr a ¡o b. i¡cbd;h @ polær ed úc rquå.ÞE ir ú¡ðd @ bc H¡*ôin, u,i"g ,t 
"*.yr". øu"Jìirh. Gñ¡ndq of Lhê Car.

w¡tÀ Qu¡lirt ed Qùúy n¡dr, lnc ù¡id ø¡nponqt ot Cor hs ben d.h¡n.n lr¿ hn¡!.,
Purpoß 

^¡ 
ù!. dqi8r pre.cd¡ e¡Mriry sd eurny * t b. d"nn ¡ .o- .*¡J, ""¡-lhoc.tndurc or pÞjdj@ wiu b. dcvctopcd. nir ør po¡ærioo r hÙà on cíæn-'¡v.wÞb¡c 

'nlom¡ior. Mùts od¡,ioù ¡ ¡ie of bdr wni d._E6i* ¡"¡ -* 
--_ -,

B& 
^Et¡Etu.J t

s*n;;J- :

GST& O¡t & poft

Tôl¡l t¡e C.Glfudt.¡ Cñ ¡
I¡.28OSQ.FT. - t /fl¡

tsuû¡nG (ß, cst & psD

mTÀL Be Co¡rNdo¡ & ¡tû¡luR C6t 5

BASE GRAND TOTA! ¡
¡{,280 SQ,Fr. - fiir

116¡ì¡ c4h - fqdjù.¡ sp¡a rllrtu
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X
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Þ
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Appendix B: 2. Room Data Sheets

orrfqcf! 0utLDlNo

DEIANTÀI EÑT:

ROOM NAÀlel

ROOM NO.:

l¡x -

w

5
FuNCnotJ' 61ou ¿ ã þ,¿zé r"A/a Ca.ëßÐ/,¿l / aîoo|M porur:rTtoN: 

.
t slJA! No- I

FREeuENcy oF us& ,/
D^YS PER WEAK J .,1 

'WOR(ING D^Y FsoM-a. * llñs=ô, " "R>coNTtNuous usE 
-rfiERMr¡lE-Fit 

,-/
ARC¡ lrmCTÌ.¡Irj{! ¡ì.eQUl n-CM CNTS

¡nlVACY¡ lSSeNnAL
DEstRAtta,---17'
Nor NEcEsskV.L

M,{xlMUM N-õ-_ 3

S¡GN^GC: 
-lrOOM 

lN USa
RooM No. oNLT-
RooM No, ¿ TmJ-
occuptED/vÄcåN-r-
oo_NorDts¡uRD 

-
@tP---:U-,¿--

otrFtcg D¡JlLDlNc

J W^Lu: SOUD 
- 

OL¡55 FÀNEL -SUDING - FOLDINO P¿INCL-
Àcousnc 't2- secuRrrY oRtlla-
winÊ Mssrr-:- Panrf L rrctol¡T -

I DOORS: STYLe
souD(STAND,\no) 

"'ourc¡i liÀ-ÍF õL¡zEõ=-
v¡Ew wÍ¡-Dow r.ul! cr¡z-E-
lr-rDtNG_ - 

foLDtNC 

--wooD _ NtuTÁ¡, _
ovtiR¡ tIlÀD
orr¡cR ___:-

ó ooôR /{I¡DWARU:
ToLD oPEN _ CLOSURE _sEcuR¡TY tocK _
I'R|V^CY _1 I'ANIC U^lt _I-ÊvEfl'7/ XNOD
côr,{r,rEnzl^L DrflY 

-IIT]AYY DUTY
OTI IÉR

{. CEILINCS: SIÀND^RD llSlG¡lT 2lan MII/3 ri'
5¡'ectAL nEQUtREÈreNT _

WIDTI I:
sæ ntv/¡z' ts¡¡xo¡nol {-,/
9m À!r\l/3ó'
IZOO ¡ttttt/¡g'-
r Soo ¡lrÀVór l
1800 À1nr/?2'_
onlßR

llA'l C¡lES/I'ASS TllliUS: ¡"/?
stzE
t rElcIifAi-õVË-F6õñ-
DOOII ReQUlrr0D: YES ] NO _
DOOII S|YLÊ FOLDINO SUD'NOsouo sE-e.n¡¡(u

sEcuRi17
sl¡ELF nBQUtREDT YEs-_ No _

oNa srDc 2 sroSs
DUt'tì¡ -



Appendix B: 3.
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Basic Req u irements/Criteria

l.

z

5.

6.

1.

opcûwollllacc conÉor (us. oi c!¡icl4 èie)

P¡ovidc for 5ookr'¡t e.l lon srnoki¡E !Ét.

wort sr¡rioñ¡ crê @u!providc ¡pæ ibróórùi.r !çe.N or PC!

,\d¿q!¡¡ê ¡@ik! oi!úa¡¡* nc.ri¡g r@d r.or¡irè4

Ficü¡ri.s ro âco@od¡rè ùp (o _iJI it¡. or tujlrinê .qui,ã]lnr r!!t
ya¡r.r p!¿¡ rhould bê g.p-.a io 

"O 
1 EÆ* ro p.r¡¡ir a phûcd i!

& E¡dwor!iudoûshoud p¡ovidc ar ¡ Fsi¡r6. ù. iþüowilS

2 3id..òair!

9. Ofriic Gcor¡!3¡¡r¿sc ar DhtriiruriorC.5e.

10. Y63 úd ladi.J iàry.! ¡ooß

ll. ?bpioJly ha.diéoe.4

¿ vi¿ øs¡ i¡e¡rcO to ¡ rcr rjrti¡g intu..

13. ActoModÁre E¡rk ri¡gÍEn.diac Gquüc!¿oc.



F¡c'rirrÈrroso :lq4l9!s!9!!¡Ê9tÞ!!s4¿9__gap¡æv¿¡"@
Prolorûnl-¡tøn:Prole¡l,morG

I f¡uia .Yñ _ rÉ¡ & cr-¡¡l¿*a ouÂNt¡ral¡vE R€outnEMENrs L"."* ..*., _ -*.--,,_
cÂLr cEN r ÂE woñx sp^cE Fie' ¡¿rì¿]| ¿å; 'oF!Jô¡;- l-15.

tç!_E!e!- __________.!9_q!l!!9q€4!¡!!9-e:æñ .¿ 50
IæhnflrSôJcô

_'!cu q\re
- -a!4:jl-!!L- ---:¿l-----lg cd'cb ,:,

-------l5l-c

_______!q9.

Þ¡oo I ot 2

-ljJ- 3;;T;;;;;-. -iã;--ì¡õ
| . ïñÊ;i6ìñ;-- *6Ë--i 

o-*in.,-:E
\ jgEt!!t!É__ 4ô Þ ¡ 5\ Àdoi. slød a'!¡ ¡4úô 2¡o
-!!qt49læ99- +ró,{00
-Tr¡iñ'ÉAM 5âÉú $ô
--iìñ6 ñã-- -¿;ó----¡î.

.üM_;ñ;;õ;------------]1-

- ñnarã;rod- rrtã-lit

IOÍAI ÁNEÁ. NEI

rolÁL ÁnE^ GRosstrls%l rlzr o

ouÂr¡l¡tÀtNÉ aeoußEMENTS - s¡¡E
Mùor t.citþqJùoñ..ú.

Shnú¿ _ ¡lo .rô,10. @ôrô rl'nrô..

î;;iããiñ;-- 

- 

æiãrÞd-f6; 

-

O OUÂN¡¡IÂIIVER€OU¡ñEi,IENÍS.PÉNSON¡IET

Oft¡¡to,t
' Suo.torrort

-S!!l!¡!r9or

^dßdrr¡rb¡ 
Croû

c*rryõãiããi--
OÒor¡ro6

a"""*a
MrldFaruroR¿rio

W¡3ñrM Pooùr¡¡b¡ iMrFl

l'UfuflømPo9.¡l¡l¡o4

E ÂELÂI¡ONSXIP CI IÂAf

t99tt9

t
(Di

X
l¡J

À.

c)
i

5o
0q.l
D¡l
3
t+l
/J(DF..o ÞÉ\¡
-f
(Þ

(D

1.l.
lt)

____l!-É9_

t r!r¡s 6¡l

-llzlLÌlE-
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¡.2.r0¡ oodoñ rddry rnhl. r¡r rÍô.¡tcóùroot.

a.2.lot fako iiro ¡øuñr rho ¡lo or rho ù{rrdrño h t¡. 3orodbn ot tì. nirori¡tt.,ìd ¡pD¡¡¡rur ¡'ìd
¡r0¡i¡¡t ¡r.ø'|n¡ù'.t. *ith rho u3. !¡pôd E .

4.2-tr Â.qurr.d srrc. f cxcut¡r,6ñ

¡ 2,rt¡ tovlt lndvi.tu¡r@ú bnstPóorín Roquromcnrt 6rhrn !
r.r.r.M or rÙr.fnut 2.s7.,

4.2.rrb Prov¡do ¡ærr¡¿ry !p¡c. .uô ¡r *¡liootu, þdrorr roon, ¡!r¡.c. 6ómt. l!¡oÞùont
ôqigmrl rpæo, .loclrk¡lp¡ml ¡.d lf¿.rrorM¡ @ñr,3ror.9r |od. tf¡¡t! ¡nd o¿,È¡ot
holdl¡s ¡o¡r. ånd orhor ¡urkiing soñicô 3prcôr et 4ôcútc¡fr ¡r.d tr tù' funcr4r¡r
PrcO!¡r lìoei.o o.rr bû¡ . soñd !r to rù. o I ccrw opo.¡¡tôñ .t tì. ù{' rd¡'!q.

..2.lrc P'ovld. ùonrofr¡¡ ¡¡d v.nrcâr dror¡rro¡ !t¡.. .t nôc!!3¡ry ro !ødurcddr rhô hr¡uho
tunclloñ ur¡dor rcm¡r ¡nd oû.aonc1 .voo.tro6 cond¡font, chot¡ 6. foùt.r ri! ¡.
íñpro. þ.¡ctr6r. or ado@âto ridlh ro' rud¡o¡. ¡nd tcot ú 3tìor ¡r Dþrrtòro. I"¡. tndvidu¡t
r@ß b ûr¡rir¡l¿. dÉþth¡. l4âro dôôñlyr tô srvo tho h.r lro or ¡diãco¡r tìôor nìd wãt¡
¡fo¡t rd turritu¡o. f¡[ñor, rtc

5.1.q mro'l¡r ¡d ¡p9¡r¡ùr. ¡¡ìd doloô rd .*ô or ch¡rúño ¡id Ntdoñ¡æo hrh ¡dñr¡r.
r.dc. !þæ. ¡nd !æoe ro tt¡ng cò.i¡dor *¡¡ !b{rô by v¿rd¡irm Ò'
by c¡Ð¡r btJndor tlñJdô ¡.d drJdot. P¡y lpodJ ¡rôn ôn to ¡rrr !.r.dr.r .r itod eoir{
lor@bdÁ orìdD.[.ntorustdr¡idu!ù¡in¡iq rdnrr ro r.rc r.¡'¡nd È¡rìq toû.r! ¡ri
br rur&r b ò. o¡rt ¡ó3'd0r úd mrd¡rññ.

¡ 2.t3¡ lh. Co'D..¡lon .rp.clt lm¡!¡ñ¡tlv. ùo¡h¡Í ¡.d roc.lnr,cd ¡o3¡àltic orp,.5ton on
p'ol.dr drh h¡oh ñ$oer *'ò

..2.r3ù l{1106 p'ar¡c.r. dclon rh¡t¡ò. rccNr

¡.? 13c Ehv¡¡or rû¡r@d ihrn ¡¡loct th. Nturo ol rhô uiEì¡r9 ¡nd rhr ñ.!ó5 ot [5 vôddr ¡d!ñ¡r
tp¡qg ¡¡ l.'ñ ol *lÂdo* o9otr.tt. dooù¡rr, .¡tupilt, clâ¡ìoô or n¡r.d¡t, odûnr¡ron. .rc.
¡.úrìcrfc r¡o¡rmd uh¿n b. ørÞ.1ù¡. drh Jdl¡c!'{ b.ùdi¡03,

.2.13d C.Gù¡¡dt rtì¿! tuhnr cor.ur 5cìoñ.lor hrddo,
E6¡àt. ro, .rr.ÞY¡r.

a.2-fa sf. o.vôropñ.n!

srÙ.o, ¡ro 3!Flc!3 ¡'r â@rt 5¡ould æ@¡l lor lÈ! bcal ,ot3!b
ol .lonoñlt tùcà ¡t dorln¡¡r *lnd3 o ccuno¡l 5ro'ú

Tn c¡ @r ¡pp¡o¡crr. @¡rlo!r¡rr.ñ, dmrclo¡r .nd ûl¿v.llÛ.t 3hnrl òd o3l¡Ùl¡thod .ñd
.pÞ¡ov.d pr.r ro rh. o$b¡rññrnr ol rt¡. ùd'¡rrv! @¡¡lou¡¡rbn ¡nd Þl¡comôd.

¡.2.r¡o L¡døÈnor¡.r
. oø¡. p.dûl¡r¡. w.¡ù.ft
. s.d ro orñttult. uñdavûk o.ó !r
. loør @¡t or l¡¡a. .r br!h6
. 6Èdo @rÈr ro ¡rl oati¡¡Þ ¡dt 9¡dd¡! ¡for3
. 6Èô10 P.dt ro ¡rl ùul¡dr.o o!¡13
. øúôr. Þ¡d fo¡ o¡ô¡o! drpôþr dñlrl
. rordnt ¡r r'ìdknod by FuErbn¡r Póo'¡ñ nûqul.oFodt

L¡f,(ts.iÞù ô¡êmûdr tñ¡rlæñ3ldo, todrirt or rho bùdr.g ¡ndptôpcry. EromÈnE 3rì¡[ ñr
oÈcrucr rMnr¡@ or ¡¡row DoMG ro gri. ¡æ¡r! lo rho @! or olhd t¡r¡ ol ¡h0 rr(ll¡ly-

tub¡c fi.co!¡lon ùr¡r $!l orul¡r! ! co¡Þofd. ld.ñfry or ¡o !drd.¡r. pr.¡r¡d ¡nd
tu3ln!3lik¡ ôñlro.ûrìr lo' drroNr! ¡nd .ñployoû3. Rdc.glo¡ A'oit ror
¡¡¡r¡rrír¡rrvo orrlco3 ¡,. oppôfrurì¡ry lo @.v.y ¡ n¿lb¡¡l Þ¡ido ln
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Appendix B: 8. Organizational Charts
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Appendix B: 10. Program
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Appendix B: 1.1. Client/Design Firm Correspondence
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Appendix C: Content Analysis Work Sheet Example

CONTENT ANAIYSIS PROCEDURE:

l. Indicate each main heading or section ofthe document.

2. Identifi whether line(L), graphic (G), or table (T).

3. Indicate lines, graphics, or tables that are simply explanatory.

4. Identi$ the component element(s) contained in the line(s), graphic, or table (if
not on existing component element lists, add it to the appropriate list or
establish a new main category and sub-category for it).

5. Indicate an example ofthe component element.

6. Classifr component element into sub-category (ifthe existing sub-categories

are inappropriate, establish a new sub-category).

7. Classify sub-category into main category (ifthe existing main categories are

inappropriate, establish a new main category).

8. Indicate if component element refers to Present or Future.

DEFINITIONS:

Program l)ocument: Documented information made available to plan, design,
manage, and/or use the space.

Work station: A individual work space.

Work group: A group of workstations or a single activity space.

Present: Information that is on existing conditions forecasted for initial occupancy
only.

Future: Information that is forecasted beyond initial occupancy.
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Appendix D:
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List of Client Organization Interview Questions

The purpose ofthis interview is to identiry the ways in which the key people that were involved in the
Project used the program information that was made available to him/her. The following questions need
not be asked in exactly this order, but indicate a general sequence which might be followed. Àdditional
questions may be added to probe for more information.

Did you have any specific role or responsibilities in the development of this space? If yes, what
were they?

In my review of the architect's files, I've identified a number of documents that contain
archítectural programming information on this project. (Use the following prompts for each
document):

Are you familiar with this document? How did you use this information over the course of the
project? A-ffer the project? How \#ould you say best describes the way you referred to this
document over the course ofthe project?

Were there any other program documents that you utilized at any time over the course of the
project that I may have missed? If so, please describe thê information and how you used it.

Did you paticipate in reviewing the various design proposals prepared for the space? If yes, did
you use any of these program documents to help you evaluate the design proposals? Ifyes,
describe how you used that information to evaluate the proposals. How would you say best
describes the way in which you refer¡ed to the p¡ogram documents when evaluating the design
proposals?

Did you review any of the changes to the design that we¡e proposed over the course of the
project? Ifyes, did you use any of these progrâm documents to help you evaluate these change
when they were proposed? Ifyes, describe how you used this information to help you evaluate
these proposed changes. How would you say best describes the way in which you referred to the
program documents when evaluating changes to the design?

Were the design issues identified for this project prio¡itized in any way? Ifyes, describe how
these issues were prioritized. How would you say these príorities were identified? Explain.

Have you personally conducted any kind of post-occupancy evaluation on the renovated space?
Ifyes, did you use any of these program documents to help you conduct the evaluation?
Describe how you used this information to help you conduct your POE. How ,tvould you say best
describes the way you refe¡red to the program documents when conducting your pOE?

Cân you think of any other ways in which you personally may have used these program documents or
information? If yes, please describe.

Additional Questions:

Did you use any ofthese program documents to help you manage the staffrelocation? Ifyes, please
describe.
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Appendix E: List of Design Firm Interview Questions

Pumose
The purpose ofthis interview is to identiry the ways in which various key people that were involved in
the project used the program information thât was made available to him/her. The following questions
need not be asked in exactly this order, but indicate a general sequence which might be followed.
Additional questions may be added to probe for mo¡e information.

What was your role and specific responsibilities in the development of this space?

Was there anlthing different or unique about this project in terms of tie process involved in developing
the architectural programs, design, and construction documents for this space? Ifyes, what was unique
or different about it'l

Briefly describe the archit€ctural programming process that took place ov€r the course ofthis project:

In my review of the architect's files, I've identified a number of documents that contain
architectural programming information on this project. (Use the follorving prompts for each
document):

Are you familiar with this document? How did you use this information over the course ofthe
project? A.fter the project? How would you say best describes the way you referred to this
document over the course of the project?

Were there any other program documents that you utilized at any time over the course of the
project that I may have missed? If so, please describe the information and hotv you used it.

Did you do any of the design work on this project? If yes, did any of these program documents help you
in the creative process of coming up with design alternatives? Ifyes, describe how that information
helped you in this creative process. How would you say best describes the way in which you referred to
the program documents during this process?

Did you paficipate in presenting the various design alternatives to the client? Did you use any ofthese
documents to help you present the design alternatives to the client? Describe how you used that
information to present the design alternatives to the client. How would you say best describes the way in
which you referred to the p¡ogram documents during those pres€ntations?

Did you participate in evâluating the various design proposals prepared for the space? Ifyes,
did you use any ofthese program documents to help you evaluate the design proposals? Ifyes,
describe how that information helped you to evaluate the proposals. How would you say best
describes the way you refer¡ed to the program documents when evaluating the design proposals?

Did you review any of the changes to the design that were proposed over the course of the
project? Ifyes, did you use any ofthese program documents to help you evaluate these change
ìvhen they were proposed? If yes, describe how you used this informâtion to help you evaluate
these proposed changes. How would you say best describes the way you ¡efer¡ed to the program
documents when evaluating changes to the design?

Were the design issues identified for this project prioritized in any way? Ifyes, describe how
these issues were prioritized. How would you say these priorities were identified? Explain.
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Have you personally conducted any kind of post-occupancy evaluation on the renovated space?
If yes, did you use any of these program docum€nts to help you conduct the evaluation?
Describe how you used this information to help you conduct your POE. How would you say best
describes tle way you refered to the program documents when conducting your POE?

Can you think of any other ways in which you personally may have used these program documents or
information? If yes, please describe.

Àdditional Questions:

Did you use any of these program documents to market your firm services?

Briefly describe how your project team was organized and the roles and r€sponsibilities ofyour staff who
wo¡ked on it.

How was the client represented and who did they involve in the project?
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List of General Contractor Interview Questions

The purpose ofthis interview is to identiry the \ avs in which various key people that were involved in
the project used the program information that rras made available to him/her. The following questions
need not be asked in exactly this order, but indicate a general sequence which might be folloÌved.
Additional questions may be added to probe for more information.

What was your role and specific responsibilities in the development ofthis space?

In my review of the architect's files, I've identified a number of documents that contain
architectural programming information on this project. (Use the following prompts for each
document);

Are you familiar with this document? How did you use this information over the course of the
project? After the project? How would you såy b€st describes the way you referred to this
document over the course of the project?

Were thefe âny other program documents that you utilized ât any time over the course of the
project that I may have missed? Ifso, please describ€ the information and horv you used it.

Did you participate in evaluating the various design proposals prepared for the space? Ifyes,
did you use any ofthese program documents to help you evaluate the design proposals? Ifyes,
describe how that information helped you to evaluate the proposals. How would you say best
describes the way you referred to lhe program documents when evâluâting the design proposals?

Did you review any of the changes to the design that were proposed over the course of the
project? Ifyes, did you use any ofthese p¡ogram documents to help you evaluate these change
when they were proposed? Ifyes, describe how you used this information to help you evaluate
these proposed changes. How would you say best describes the way you refer¡ed to the program
documents when evaluating changes to the design?

Have you personally conducted any kind of post-occupancy evaluation on the renovated space?
Ifyes, did you use any of these program documents to help you conduct the evaluation?
Describe how you used this information to help you conduct your POE. How would you say best
describes the way you refened to the program documents when conducting your POE?

Can you think of any other Ìvays in which you personally may have used these program documents or
info¡mation? If yes, please describe.
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Äppendix G: Descriptions of IIow the Program Documents lVere
Referred To

A. "Seldom or never used ¡t.
You hardly ever referred to the information in the document over the cou¡se of

the project.

B. "fn an indirect wayrl

You mostly referred to the document indirectly (i.e. mostly by memory).

C. "In an ad-hoc way"

You mostly referred to the document directly on an "as-you-need" type basis.

D. "In a systematic way"

You mostly refer¡ed to the document at pre-determined times in a very

methodical, formulated way.

E. "fn a systematic way to measure performance"

You mostly referred to the document at pre-determined times in a very

methodical, formulated way to evaluate the performance of various project

conditions.
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Appendix E: Standard Introduction Memo

MEMO:

TO:

FROM:

July 13, 1994

SIIBJECT: Participation in University of Manitoba Corporate Oftice Programming
Study

A few weeks ago, Doug Mckay, a graduate student at the University of Manitoba, asked
if we would participate in a local study he is conducting for his masters thesis in
A¡chitecture. The study involves several case studies on recently completed offìce
renovation projects here in Winnipeg. Specifically, Mr. McKay has asked if he could use
our new oftìce space at _ as one ofhis case study sites.

The goals of the study include identi$ing the various ways in which the client
organization used the architectural program information made available to them. We feel
this study might give us some unique insight into how we used this kind of information
and how it may be used in firture projects.

This memo is to let you know that we have agreed to participate in the study, and would
ask for your cooperation.

Mr. McKay will be contacting you within the next few days to arrange an in-person
interview (out of town interviews will be conducted by telephone). The interviews will be
brief (10 to 15 minutes maximum) and made to accommodate your schedule. Mr. McKay
will be taking notes and tape recording the conversation as back-up. Ifyou have any
strong objections to being recorded, please advise Mr. McKay when he contacts you so
other arrangements can be made. All information will remain confìdential and the
identities of all participating companies and individuals will be masked in the final report.

Please contact me if you have any questions or concerns. Your cooperation is greatly
appreciated.
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Appendix I: Survey Data for Case Study Site - A

Content Analysis
How the Program I)ocuments Were Referred To
Ways In \ilhich The Program Documents lVere Used
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Appendix J: Survey Data for Case Study S¡te - B

Content Analysis
How the Program Documents Were Referred To
Ways In Which The Program Documents Were Used
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Appendix K: Survey Data for Case Study Site - C

Content Analysis
IIow the Program l)ocuments Were Referred To
Ways In Which The Program l)ocuments Were Used
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Appendix L: Survey Data for Case Study Site - I)

Content .4,nalysis
Eow the Program Documents Were Referred To
\ilays In Which The Program Documents Were Used
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Appendix M: Survey Data for Case Study Site - E

Content Analysis
How the Program Documents Were Referred To
Ways In Which The Program Documents Were Used
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Appendix N: Cross Case Survey Data Analysis

Frequencies of Information Types
Frequencies of lnformation Types That Referred to Conditions

Beyond the In¡tial Occupancy of the Space
How the Program Documents Were Referred To
Ways In Which The Program Documents Were Used
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